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ABSTRACT
Higher education in general and the Ohio state system

of higher education in particular is facing ever increasing demands
for services, inflated costs cif resources, leveling off of
enrollments and income, and increasing competition from other
services for public support. As a result of this need and the desire
to improve planning for its own sake, universities in Ohio are
intensifying their planning processes and attempting to improve
internal management. This planning manual was developed and written
primarily by representatives of those schools. This manual should
enable an institution-that is in the early stages of planning to
improve its planning process rapidly, and those in advanced stages to
make refinements as needed. klthough this manual was written for
universities in Ohio, its principles should be of equal importance
and application to other public and private colleges and universities
throughout the U.S. This document includes sections covering an
introduction to planning, planning as a cyclical and continuous
process, organization of the planning function, prerequisites for
successful planning, and products of the planning process. Appendixes
include guidelines for developing goals, the University of Georgia
program structure, the Ohio state university program structure, and
the NICHE program structure. (Author/PG)
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This book represents one Of fhe manuals prepared tinder the direction of
the Ohio Board of Regents' Management Improvement Program which the
Nlanagement Division has arranged to distribute. W( . feel that the recommen-
datilis and procedures contained in these manuals are of enough general
interest and applicability to warrant sending them to 11 persons outside the Ohio
public universities.

The Nialliigelnent improvement Program was established by the Ohio
State Legislature in December 1971 to consider means of improving the
management oldie state-supported universities and junior colleges. Gerald L.
Shawhan was the I)irector of the Program.

In addition to the fi%e manuals %Odell the Management 1)ivision is dis-
trilmting. fi% e others on the same subjects have been prepared covering the
public two-year colleges.
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Foreword

This manual is one of ten completed in the Mani: 'Int Improvement
Program (MIP) during the 1971-73 biennium. In this proje' 3hio's 34 public
universities and colleges, in an effort directed and staffed the Ohio Board
of Regents, have developed manuals of management practices concerning
institutional planning, program budgeting, personnel man' gement, computer
services, and schedule building and registration. The project is unique in at
least two ways the improvement of internal management processes is the
objective of the program, and the method of undertaking it was mandated by
the Ohio General Assembly to be participatory.

House Bill 475, the appropriaticr act passed by the 109th General As-
sembly in December, 1971, created the MIP, directing that it be conducted
by and within the system of stateassisted universities and colleges under the
direction of the Ohio Board of Regents. This legislative action culminated more
than four years of active interest by the legislators in improving the manage-
ment practices of these schools.

In 1967, a joint House-Senate committee, called the Education Review
Committee, was created by the General Assembly. Included in its charge was
that of monitoring the management practices of the public universities in
Ohio. This committee, in conjunction with the Department of Finance, hired
a management consulting firm to perform a management study of the non-
academic areas of the 12 public universities and of the state system as a
whole. The report of the consultants, published in December, 1969, made
about 100 specific recommendations for management improvement. The Edu
cation Review Committee remained interested in appropriate follow-up of the
study. With the aid of another individual consultant, language was introduced
in the General Assembly which was included in the appropriation for the bien-
nium. Some excerpts of the actual language are as follows:

"The purpose shall be to design, test, and install, in each such insti
tution, the most efficient feasible internal organization, planning process,
financial management, buciget preparation and management, auxiliary
services management, space management and plant operation, purchas
ing procedures and inventory control procedures, student data systems
including admission procedures and student registration procedures,
management reporting systems, data processing, personnel manage-
ment, and library management.

Each project is to be conducted in cooperation with a committee of
representatives from state assisted colleges and universities.

The director of each project is to be a staff specialist in the employ
of the Board of Regents.
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FOREWORD

For guidance in the conduct of each Management Improvement
Project, the participants are to consult the findings as set forth in the
1969 Consultant's Report."

Primarily because the appropriation to carry out the program was not
commensurate with the depth and breadth of the tasks spelled out in House
Bill 475, the scope of the Management Improvement Program in this bien-
nium was restricted to five central areas (Institutional Planning, Program
budgeting, Computer Services, Schedule Building and Registration, and Per-
sonnel Management). In addition, the original mandate of H.B. 475 was "to
design, test and install the most efficient, feasible procedures" in each of the
areas in each of the institutions. Because of the limited time, only 18 months,
and the participatory method of undertaking the project prescribed in the bill,
the immediate objective set forth in the past biennium was the generation of
a manual of best practices in each of the five areas.

As stipulated by the legislature, task forces of institutional representa-
tives were appointed and actively participated in the process. Ten such groups
were formed five for the universities and five for the community and tech-
nical colleges. Each task force consisted of representatives qualified in the
particular subject matter under study. Each group had at least one member
from every school. In total, more than 175 college and university personnel
from all over the state were directly involved, as well as many others at each
institution through formal and informal contact with the appointed members.
Each task force met 8.10 times in the year and a half devoted to the project.

As specified in the legislative bill, the Ohio Board of Regents provided
direction and staff for the project. Four professional management analysts,
two secretaries, and limited parttime analytical and clerical help constituted
the manpower to fulfill that charge.

Three major phases constituted the project:

1. Inventory the current practices.
This phase involved compiling the existing practices and procedures
in the five areas at each stateassisted school in Ohio. Approximately
five months were devoted to this task.

2. Determine the issues to be addressed in the manuals.
Three months were devoted to discussions about the specific issues
to be covered.

3. Write manuals.
Nine months were devoted to writing the manuals. This phase in-
cluded extensive and detailed discussions by the task forces, much
drafting and redrafting by the staff and task force members, and
finally concurrence with the manual contents.

The Manuals are practical, informative and useful. For the most part,
all of the manuals contain general guidelines, principles and broad recom-
mendations for good management within the universities and colleges, rather
than detailed and specific procedures. They also include recommendations
which call for direct action by the Board of Regents. Basically, the recom-
mendations seek more effective internal management and accountability, while
recognizing the autonomy of each school.
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Literally hundreds of people have been involved in this project. All mem
bers of the Ohio Board of Regents staff, especially former Chancellor John
Mil lett, and Vice Chancellor William Coulter, have made significant contribu-
tions to the entire project. The Regents were particularly fortunate in gather-
ing together the staff for the MIP. Dr. Rona la Lykins, Mr. Lawrence O'Brien,
Mr. Douglas Smith, and Dr. Joseph Tucker brought with them considerable
experience and knowledge from adminis ative and academic aspects cf col-
leges a.ic universities, as well as from private industry. Their perseverance
and leadership in directing and staffing the task forces were superb. Special
thanks must be given to Mrs. Betty Dials, the secretary for the program, who
was an inspiration to all.

Many agencies in other states, including colleges, universities and state
systems, were contacted and in some cases contributed helpful data to the
program. Applicable professional organizations were also contacted and did
help.

But more than any other, however, the contributions made by the indi-
vidual task force members must be mentioned and expanded upon. The more
than 175 personnel from the 34 colleges and universities who were the official
representatives for their schools contributed long hours, data, ideas, construc-
tive criticisms, changes, and encouragement. They not only worked c3Ilectively
in the task forces, but also were required to spend considerable time on the
respective campuses gathering data together and communicating with many
campus constituencies to make sure that their schools were fairly and ade-
quately represented.

The University Planning Task Force members were:

David S. Atwater, Director of Institutional Research
Wright State University

Ronald K. Boyer, Associate Director of IRTHE
University of Cincinnati

Michael R. Ferrari, Vice President of Resource Planning
Bowling Green State University

Randolph Foster, Director of Institutional Research
Youngstown State Unit ersity

William J. Griffith, Director of Campus Planning
Ohio State University

William F. Jenike, Associate Vice President of Planning
University of Cincinnati

Major B. Jenks, Executive Assistant to President
Cleveland State University

William E. McKin!ey, Jr., Executive Assistant to the Provost for
University Planning

Kent State University

Jeffrey L. Drake, Administrative Assistant
Medical College of Ohio at Toledo



FOREWORD

Charles F. Poston, Director of Institutional Research
University of Akron

Robert T. Sandin, Director of Planning
University of Toledo

Charles F. Harrington, Director of Information Systems
Ohio University

Charles E. Teckman, Chairm. r Educational Administration
Miami University

Stuart M. Terrass, Assistant to the Director of Institutional Researc.h
University of Akron

Warren L. Webber, Director of Institutional Research & Planning
Central State University

Richard H. Zimmerman, Acting Vice President for Administrative Operation,
Ohio State University

William B. Coulter, Vice Chancellor for Administration
Ohio Board of Regents (Chairman)

Ronald G. Lykins, Associate Director of Management Services
Ohio Board of Regents (Task Force Director)

Without their sincere participation, this manual would not exist.

Gerald L. Shawhan, Director

Ma:iagement Improvement Program
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Preface

The need and desire for effective planning has never been greater.
Higher education in general and the state system of higher education in Ohio
in particular are facing ever increasing demands for services, inflated costs of
resources, leveling off of enrollments and income, and increasing competition
from other services for public support. Never has the need for more effective
use of limited resources been so evident. As a result of this need and the
desire to improve planning for its own sake, universities in Ohio are intensify-
ing their planning processes and attempting to improve internal management.

This planning manual was developed and written primarily by representa-
tives of those schools with seven purposes in mind.

First: To provide educational administrators with an organized and
logical discussion of the planning process and its major product, plans.

Second: To provide a means of sharing experiences with effective
planning practices developed at other schools.

Third: To provide practical and useful ideas which could be used
to improve planning practices at individual institutions.

Fourth: To provide a means of evaluating planning processes.

Fifth: To identify and describe specific plans which are recom-
mended for institutions of higher education.

Sixth: To provide a glossary of planning terms as used by educa-
tional institutions in Ohio, and

Seventh: To provide a bibliography of planning literature.

This manual recognizes there is a wide spectrum of planning practices
in colleges and universities today. In particular, state universities in Ohio are
at different stages in their utilization of formal planning practices. In order
to meet a diversity of needs, this planning manual should provide the reader
with a clear perception of a good planning process; the method for organizing
the planning function; the prerequisites for successful planning; and the plans
which are to be expected from an institutional planning process. This manual
should enable an institution that is in the early stages of planning to improve
its planning process rapidly, and those in advanced stages to make refine-
ments as needed. Although this manual was written for universities in Ohio,
its principles should be of equal importance and appacation to other public
and private colleges and universities throughout the United States.

It should be emphasized that an effective planning process requires a
commitment of space, money. people and time. It requires a commitment of
the Ohio Board of Regents and the Legislature to work with individual institu-
tions to improve the planning process and to help provide the necessary
financial support. However, most of all, successful planning requires a com-
mitment of university presidents and top level administrators.
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PREFACE

The development of the Management Improvement Program Planning
Mutual has been characterized by a spirit of cooperation and a commitment of
all the universities to improve the planning process. Credit for this project
must be given to all the university Task Force representatives who devoted
their time and energy to make the manual a reality. The Management Improve-
ment Program is a tangible example of how working together to improve the
internal management of institutions can be accomplished effectively without
destroying the autonomy of individual schools.

Ronald G. Lykins, Director
University Planning Task Force
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1. Introduction

PLANNING IN THE EDUCATIONAL ENVIRONMENT

Need for Planning is one of the most important functions of the management
Emphasis on process. Most educational administrators recognize the need to chart the

Planning future course of their institutions and to determine how their goals will be
achieved. Many schools have planning departments which are responsible for
planning the physical development of the campus. At times all institutions
plan new degree programs and plan increases in staffing, and all schools plan
a budget.

Although the planning function has long been an everyday part of insti-
tutional management, little attention has been given to the "planning process"
ai a major element of institutional management until the past few years. Three
major external forces have brought about a major concern with planning.

First, major strides have been made by cooperate, defense, and urban
planning agencies in developing tools, technology and approaches to the man-
agement process: Operations Research (OR), Planning Programming Budget.
ing Systems (PPBS), Management Information Systems (MIS), and Sys-
tems Analysis, all coupled with improved computer support, represent major
examples.

Second, there has been a growing involvement of students, parents,
legislators and taxpayers in matters that were formerly considered to be insti-
tutional, and there has been a corresponding demand from these external
and internal voices for the university to account for its activities and its
expenditures.

Finally and perhaps as a partial result of the other two universities
are being forced to compete to a greater extent with other societal organiza-
tions for a share of the tax dollar and the privately contributed dollar. At the
same time that support is becoming harder to obtain, as operational and
expansion costs continue to rise.

State Agency
Coordination

It is vital that this planning manual demonstrate conclusively to the
institutions of higher education, the members of the Ohio Board of Regents,
members of the Ohio Legislature, and the executive branch of state govern-
ment, that they have an interest in, and indeed, an obligation to cooperative
efforts that will encourage long-range efficiency and growth in meeting the
statewide objectives of higher education. Public institutions of higher educa-
tion, by virtue of their increasing number, have gained a larger impact upon
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the administration of state government. The budget for public higher educa-
tion is a significant part of the entire state bduget. When coasiderable shifts
occur with the Legislature in financial and philosophical support for higher
education programs, prior planning carried on by the institutions of higher
education may quickly become obsolete. Therefore, planning in higher educa-
tion must consider the philosophy, objectives and support available from state
government. Although the planning function has long been an everyday part of
institutional management, little attention has been given to the planning pro-
cess as a major elemen' of institutional management until the past few years.
Three major external forces have brought about a major concern with planning.

The Legislature, the Ohio Board of Regents and the state educational
institutions have made much progress in cooperative planning through legis-
lative budget hearings with presidents, the Management Improvement Program
and other means. It is desirable that this type of cooperative planning and
working together is continued.

In this manual, planning is defined as that part of the management pro-
cess which attempts to predetermine a best course of action. The planning
process is characterized by a systematic consideration of goals and objectives,
identification of programs, calculation and allocation of resources, identifica-
tion of priorities and alternatives, and program evaluation.

Planning is a cyclical and continuous process that results in plans. A plan
is a document which outlines a complete program of action to follow in attain-
ing goals and objectives. It is important to distinguish between plans and the
planning process. The planning process results in a plan. It is possible, but
not desirable, to have a document which has the appearance of a plan with-
out reflecting the planning process. That is, a document might be prepared
which one 'Jelieves to be a plan without considering goals and objectives,
priorities and alternatives, evaluation, etc. To be of most value, a plan should
exhibit all the previously mentioned characteristics of the planning process.
It is important to note that the planning process does not stop with the first
draft. Plans must be redrafted, evaluated and revised to meet changing condi-
tions and needs.

The chief purpose of planning is to assure that goals and objectives are
identified consistent with institutional mission and that programs are devel-
oped to achieve institutional goals and objectives. Another major purpose of
planning is to assure that systematic and rational consideration has been
given; and will be given to the use of resources. In state-assisted institutions
of higher education in Ohio, this assurance is necessary for student and fac-
ulty, educational administrators, Boards of Trustees, Board of Regents, Gov-
ernor's Office, Federal agencies and bodies, and the ultimate authority
taxpayers.

The planning process must be comprehensive, and embrace all struc-
tural and functional elements of the educational system. Thus, planning may
recognize the separateness or speciality of colleges or other units, but at the
same time must view them as subsystems or component parts of the whole
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university. Planning must be integrated with the larger world. Departmental
planning must be integrated with college planning; instructional support plan-
ning with instructional planning; and the institutional planning with the total
state higher educational planning. Planning must reflect a multi-ranged view;
it must present a long-, medium-, and short-range perspective. Planning must
be an integral part of educational management. At all levels, but especially at
the top, there must be a conscious, purposeful, commitment to planning.
Finally, planning must be concerned with the qualitative as well as the quanti-
tative aspects of development, with the academic program, the physical pro-
gram and the financial implications.

INTRODUCTION TO THE PLANNING PROCESS

Planning is one of the most important functions of the management
process. Planning and the other functions are described in Figure 1.

Figure 1
FUNCTIONS OF MANAGEMENT

CONTROLLING

IMPLEMENTING

ORGANIZING

PLANNING

Management can be defined as the art and science of working with and
through people to achieve organizational goals and objectives. Planning is
defined as pre-determining a future course of action. When plans are devel-
oped, thought must be given to how the functions of organizing, implementing
and controlling will occur.

Collectively, these four functions make up the concept of management.
In this manual, when we refer to the subject of planning for organizing and
implementation, we shall use the term program management. When we address
ourselves to planning for control, we shall use the term program evaluation.

Comprehensive planning considers all of the activities dealing with the
operation of an educational institution. From the managerial viewpoint, plan-
ning is inclusive; it should not be thought of as an isolated process. Planning
is accomplished to manage an institutional effectively.
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INTRODUCTION

Planning establishes the groundwork and background for the organizing,
implementing and controlling efforts. The plans of an organization certainly
influence the organizational structure that is developed and used. To be useful,
a plan must be implemented. and control is needed to make sure that the
plans are being realized as intended. Planning is the foundation of manage.
ment, but it cannot stand alone. The vital supporting areas of organizing,
implementing and controlling give meaning to the planning process and to
the overall concept of management.

Organizational planning includes the identification and grouping of activ-
ities necessary for the attainment of goals and objectives, the assignment to
individuals of responsibilities for the conduct of these activities, and the defi-
nition of the relative authority delegated to each individual charged with the
performance of each activity.

The development and maintenance o. organization charts is an essential
function of organizational planning.

An important purpose of organizational planning is to determine whether
all essential functions have been identified and whether responsibility for the
discharge of each function has been explicitly assigned. Another purpose is
to recognize changes in circumstances which call for modification and up-
dating of the organizational structure. Constructive organizational changes
will be required to improve productivity, induce efficiency, enhance morale and
implement institutional plans.

Organizational planning includes making it possible for all managers to
perform planning. In cther words, planning must be planned. The organizational
environment required for planning must be provided by the structure.

Good organizing requires planning. Too frequently in institutions of higher
education an organizational structure is permitted to expand or contract with-
out an over-all plan. Changes take place on the basis of expediency, with little
regard for design and proper balance. Thus, it is recommended that the presi-
dent of each university submit an organizational plan to the board of trustees
and university community, on a regular basis. Furthermore, it is recommended
that the organization plan be simultaneously submitted with the financial plan.
Provision should be made in the organizational plan for a systematic review
and update. (Miami University has done some excellent work in developing and
updating the organizational plan.)

The work of plannng and organizing is insufficient to get things accom
plished. The plans and the organization must be implemented or carried out.
Implementation planning means deliberate effort to put the plan into action.
No tangible output is achieved until the implementation function is performed.

In most instances implementation of a plan involves making available
the resources which will be consumed by activities. Accordingly, planning for
the implementation of planned activities involves calculation of the resources
required to conduct these activities and determination of steps to make these
resources available. Implementation planning must also be concerned with
assigning a specific responsibility for initiating the steps required to make the
activities operational.

Good management, of course, requires the implementation of activities
which will effectively achieve intended goals and objectives. The heart of plan-
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ning is the study of the utility and efficiency of alternative sets of activities
(programs) as means to accomplish recognized ends. Once planning has
identified those possible activities which are optimal as means to accomplish
institutional goals and objectives, implementation of planning will give actual
existence to these possible activities and make them instruments for achiev-
ing the intended results. The important link in this sequence, of course, is
the continuity of planning with implementation.

It is recommended that all plans at each university include a calculation
of the resources required for the implementation of the plan, a procedure for
procuring these resources and making them available for the conduct of the
activities, assignment of responsibility for initiation of the activities, and a
time schedule for implementation.

Planning Planning for control is concerned with evaluating performance and out-
for put from the point of view of intent, and with directing activities to maximize

Control achievement of goals and objectives. Effective control must be planned through
careful consideration of goals and objectives and explicit definition of stan-
dards of evaluation.

Controlling involves determining that which is intended to be accom-
plished, measuring what is being accomplished, comparing the intention and
the performance, and then applying corrective measures to ensure performance
takes place in accordance with established planning.

Controlling is the natural consequence of the other functions of man-
agement. Good planning makes systematic provision for performing the con-
trol function. Likewise, organizing and implementing efforts should take into
account considerations relating to feasible control. Distinct provision for con-
trol and evaluation must be incorporated in all planning. Thus it is recom-
mended that each plan in a university promulgate a set of appropriate stan-
dards for evaluating program effectiveness and a mechanism for securing the
control of programs as a means for achieving intended goals and objectives.

Steps in the
Planning Process

Planning is a cyclical and continuous process which calls for every orga-
nizational unit in an educational institution to systematically cc-%sider:

1. Setting goals and objectives
2. Identifying programs
3. Calculating resource requirements of programs
4. Comparing resource requirements to available resources
5. Allocating resources to programs
6. Planning for organizing and implementing programs
7. Planning a system for evaluation (Control)

The ingredients of the planning process are lot mutually independent.
Thus, it is important for educational administrators to consider the total plan-
ning process as being integral to management decisions in all existing and
conceived programs. Indeed, the planning process should permeate every
organizational unit in the institution. See Figure 2 for a graphic illustration
of the planning process.



Plans-Products
of the Plan-

ning Process

INTRODUCTION

The primary product of the planning process is a plan (see Figure 3), a
document which outlines a complete program of action to follow in attaining
goals and objectives. As such, a plan should reflect the planning process from
which it was developed. Although, the specific content of a plan will depend
on numerous factors i.e., type, level, scope, range, etc. it should include:
goals and objectives, priorities and constraints, programs, inputs and outputs,
resources, time frames, inter-relationships with other plans, and means of
evaluation.
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ELEMENTS OF THE PLANNING PROCESS

Setting Goals and Objectives

Identifying Programs

Calculating Resource
Requirements of Programs

Comparing Resource Requirements
to Available Resources

Allocating Resource
Requirements

Planning a System for
Program Management

Planning a System for
Evaluation H



Figure 3

SHORT, INTERMEDIATE, AND LONG RANGE PLANS
PRODUCTS OF THE PLANNING PROCESS

I. Ohio Board of Regents Master Plan

II. The Comprehensive-Institutional Plan

A. Foundation Plan
1. Institutional Role and Mission Statement
2. Instructional Goals and Objectives
3. Institution-wide Enrollment Projection by Type and Level of Student
4. Faculty and Staff Needs Projectiom by Personnel Category
5. Management Information System
6. Organization Plan

B. Educational Plan
1. Academic and Related

a. Departmental Instruction Including Instructional Services
b. Research

(1) Departmental
(2) Sponsored

c. Public Service (Including continuing education)
d. Library Services

2. Supporting Services
a. Student Financial Aids
b. Auxiliary Services
c. Student Services
d. General Administration

C. Physical Development Plan
1. Development Concepts
2. Planning Parameters
3. Land Use
4. Buildings
5. Development Capital

D. Fnancial Plan
1. Operating Budget Component (income and expenditures)
2. Capital Budget Component (income and expenditures)

III. Inter-Institutional Plan

A. Among State-assisted Institutions
B. Consortia

Although complete adherence to this planning manual is not anticipated,
it is expected that all institutions will be able to demonstrate that an effective
planning process does exist by being able to document its planning process
in relation to this manual.

As minimum evidence of planning, every educational institution in Ohio
should have on file with the Ohio Board of Regents a Comprehensive Institu-
tional Plan. Furthermore, there should be some evidence that this plan is
used as a management guide and that it is up-dated on a continuous basis.
Specifically, in order to provide some evidence that the educational institution
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INTRODUCTION

is effectively planning and utilizing available resources, the institution should
be able:

1. To demonstrate that a systematic planning process does exist through-
out the institution.

2. To promulgate the results of institutional planning in a comprehensive
series of planning documents that will establish specific direction for
the institution.

3. To identify personnel who are responsible for the development, imple-
mentation, and evaluation of plans and the planning process.

4. To show that it has the resources needed for systematic planning and
for making management decisions on a rational basis.

5. To identify measurable results of the planning process.

The Ohio General Assemb'y, the OBR, and the state educational insti
tutions have made such progress in cooperative planning through legislative
budget hearings with presidents, the MIP and other means. It is recommended
that this type of cooperative planning and working together is continued. Spe-
cifically, it is recommended that a special task force convene to study and
recommend specific means of by which cooperative planning can be enhanced
for the mutual benefit of all.
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2. Planning as a Cyclical and
Continuous Process

SETTING GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

Role of A weak link in the planning process has often been the failure to identify
Goals and agree upon goals and objectives. The establishment of goals and objec-

an d fives is difficult for several reasons:
Objectives

in the 1. It is vital for goals and objectives to be clearly defined.

Planning 2. There has been ..,certainty as regards the meaning of goals and
Process objectives. The two terms are often vague, and used interchangeably

in the literature.
3. The methodology for defining and agreeing on goals and objectives

is not well developed.
4. Faculty members and educational administrators are often not ac-

quainted with the concepts of goals and objectives.
5. Administrators on one level often point out that the next higher

administrative level does not have satisfactory goals and objectives.
6. The stringent criteria requirements of goals and objectives makes the

process a formidable task.

Goals and objectives of planning units are important for several reasons.
Goals and objectives:

1. Are the necessary first steps in establishing the direction in which
an organizational unit should proceed.

2. Tend to require a rational study and approach by those responsible
for managing an organizational unit.

3. Provide a means of selecting priority and alternative programs on a
basis other than dollars and cents.

4. Provide a means of evaluation.
5. Provide targets to which all parties can relate.

Goals and objectives are the foundation of the planning process, and it is
vital for goals and objectives to be clearly distinguished. Goals are defined as
the desired end results set for long periods of time (e.g., ten years). Goals and
objectives are often used interchangeably, however, they differ with regard to
time frame, measurability and sequence. Goals are long-range in scope and
regarded as the end result. Objectives are short-range and are steps in the
direction of attaining a goal. Objectives are designated as the measurable at-
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tainment4 or desired results set for programs over a short period of time (e.g.,
one year). Objectives are generally regarded as progressive steps toward a
goal. Thus, a series of objectives should lead to one's goal. Goals must be
established before objectives are specified.

Requirements The requirements of a goal indicate it should:
of 1. Be in agreement with the institution's philosophy.

Goals 2. Be compatible with the mission of the institution.
3. Be divisible into objectives.
4. Be feasible.
5. Select predictable consequences.
6. Have a long-term time frame for completion.

Requirements The requirements indicate an objective:

of 1. Must relate to a goal.
Objectives 2. Must be measurable or observable.

3. Must identify the specific group to which the objective applies, i.e.,
the target group.

4. Must specify the method of measurement.
5. Must specify the criteria for evaluation.
6. Must state the conditions under which measurement of the achieve-

ment of the objective is to be accomplished.
7. Must state the time period for achievement.

Written
Goals and
Objectives

Guidelines
for

Developing
Goals

and
Objectives

To be a useful management tool, goals and objectives must be specified
in writing.

Practical guidance for setting educational goals and objectives has been
provided in several recent publications.' Planning of institutional goals and
objectives must not only satisfy the requirements for goals and objectives
that have already been suggested, but must also secure group understand-
ing and endorsement of the formulations which are developed. Appendix
1 contains a specific technique to follow in setting goals and objectives.
This appendix should be of interest and value to those administrators who are
desirous of some clear-cut guidance in establishing goals and objectives for
an organizational unit.

Planning for setting of institutional goals and objectives must address
questions such as the following:

1. What is the distinctive mission of the institution the reason it exists?
2. What are the things the institution wants to do or to see happen?
3. What will count as evidence for or against the claim that the goal or

objective has been reached?
4. How will an individual outside the institution be able to determine

whether the institution is attaining its goals or objectives?

Robert F. Mega. Goal Ass WU, Belmont. Calif., Futon Publishers, 1972. Preparing ladnittlesel flyeetlaes, Belmont.
Calif., Futon Publishers. 1962: H. C. Amp:tern:Inn and W. H. ktelching. The Derivation Analysis and Ciassifkatian el
lowenectienal Objectives, George Washington University, May, 1966: Edward Dross and Paul V. Grambsch. University goals
end Iltodonk Pow, Washington, The American Council on Education, 196$; Benjamin S. Bloom, ed.. Tamen* of
Educational Okedivess The Classification of Edocatienel Deals. New York, David McKay Company. Inc., lioadlmok I: The
Caper It Domain, 1955, Handbook II: Affective Denali, 1964.
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and

Objectives

Classification
of Institutional

Goals
and

Objectives

5. What is the relative importance and priority of the various pRts. and
objectives of the institution?

There are several means of establishing a working set of goals. They are:

1. Appoint a working committee composed of students, faculty, admin-
istrators and other related gro'ips.

2. Assign specific responsibility of goal seting to chief officers of the
institution, e.g., vice president for academic affairs, vice president or
director for planning, vice president for finance, etc.

3. Assign specific responsibility to a chief officer and appointing an ad-
visory committee to assist.

4. Board of Trustees accept the responsibility with the proper staff
assistance.

5. Presidents assume the responsibility of goal setting.
Depending on the size of the university and particular circumstances, any

of the foregoing methods might be effective. For many universities, it appears
that method No. 3 appears to be most appropriate. This method should pro-
vide effective and efficient leadership while permitting student and faculty
participation.

Planning of goals and objectives must be comprehensive, in the sense
that planning leads to specification of all the kinds of goals and objectives
which are appropriate to the institution. A taxonomy of goals and objectives
for an educational institution will help departmental, collegial and university
planners to consider a wide range of actual or possible goals and objectives
and to achieve a high degree of comprehensiveness in planning.

The taxonomy of institutional goals and objectives should include not only
those which relate to the primary mission of the institution (e.g., instruction,
research and public service), but also those which facilitate and support the
primary goals and objectives. Specific planning for support services (e.g., plant
operation and maintenance or general administration) is essential to the
achievement of the primary goals and objectives of the institutions. Support
goals and objectives are secondary to primary goals and objectives in the way
that means are secondary to ends, but they are no less indispensable. Planning
must therefore provide for specification of support goals and objectives as well
aA primary goals and objectives.

An important function of a taxonomy is to aid in establishing priorities
among institutional goals and objectives. The taxonomy will identify certain
goals and objectives as "primary", others as "supportive", and it may suggest
other relationships among goals and objectives which will aid in determining
their relative importance in terms of the institution's essential mission and
nature.

A suggested outline of university goals and objectives is offered in Figure
4. The outline is intended to be illustrative and suggestive. The point to be
emphasized is that planning for setting of institutional goals and objectives
must be of the most comprehensive sort, and must specify goals and objec-
tives for both primary and support programs of the university.

The basis for the taxonomy of Figure 4 is a t.cncept of the major kinds
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of functions that are required for the operation of the university as a system
(auxiliary enterprise functions Nave not been included in this illustration). The
taxonomy is ore of types of functions of the university, not one of the types
of operating units or programs in the organization. It is to be expected, of
course, that particular operating units will display specialized emphasis in
pursuit of a limited set of goals and objectives. On the other hand, concern

Figure 4

TAXONOMY OF UNIVERSITY GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

1. PRIMARY GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

A. Instruction
1. Development of understanding, skills and attitudes
2. Preparation for particular tasks and functions in society
3. Transmission of knowledge and culture

B. Research and Creative Activity
1. Discovery, preservation and dissemination of knowledge
2. Artistic creation and performance

C. Public Service
1. Contributions to general culture and entertainment
2. Consultative service

II. SUPPORT GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

A. Staff Support
1. Staff recruitment and personnel services
2. In-service training of staff

B. Student Service
1. Student recruitment
2. Student advising and counseling
3. Student financial aid
4. Student activities

C. Physical Facilities
1. Provision of space and equipment
2. Maintenance of buildings and grounds

D. Management
1. Policy formation and revision
2. Planning
3. Fiscal and policy control

E. Communications
1. Records maintenance
2. Duplication and publication services
3. Information system maintenance
4. Public information, public relations, and advertising

F. External Support
1. Procurement of funds for unrestricted purposes
2. Procurement of funds for restricted purposes

for many of the above goals and objectives may be shared by a wide range of
activities and operations.
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Assigning
Priorities to

Goa!s
and

Objectives

Definition of
Programs

The identification of priorities and alternatives is a vital aspect of the
planning process. Such identification. however. is often the most difficult
aspect of planning. This is especially the case when goals, objectives and pro-
grams are interwoven and interdependent. Nevertheless. the assignment of
priorities to selected goals and objectives is essential for responsible resource
allocation decisions as long as resources are scarce and cannot equally satisfy
aii concerns.

The first step in the assignment of priorities to goals and objectives is to
draw a distinction between primary goals and objectives and support goals and
objectives. This distinction is derived from an understanding of the essential
mission of the enterprise. Support goals and objectives are by no means super-
fluous or expendable. They are, on the contrary, essential to the viability of
the enterprise. But the value and importance of support goals and objectives
must always be assessed by reference to their utility for advancing the primary
purposes of the enterprise.

Priority-setting among primary goals and objectives or among support
goals and objectives is likely to be even more difficult and controversial than
the endeavor to distinguish between primary and support goals or between
primary and support objectives. Usually the importance attached to such goals
or objectives will be reflect, d in a statement of the degree to which the goal
or objective is to be attained. rather than in a ranking of goals and objectives
from those which are indispensable to the organization to those which are not
essential to its existence. But the determination of a point on a continuum of
possible achievement which represents the importance attached to a goal or
objective is often a matter of subjective judgement. Nevertheless, planning for
assigning priorities to goals and objectives should aim at arriving at inter-
subjective and verifiable judgements. Actually accomplishing this soli f plan-
ning is one of the most difficult. and at the same time one of the most im.
portant. stages of the process.

It is recommended that each university: (1) Identify those persons who
are responsible for formulating and revising statements of institutional goals
and objectives; (2) Create procedures and formats for obtaining specification
of goals and objectives in a manner which establishes a basis for program
planning and evaluation; (3) Devise a taxonomy of institutional goals and objec-
tives to assume the comprehensiveness of the formulation of institutional goals
and objectives; and (4) Define criteria for determining the relative priorities
among institutional goals and objectives.

IDENTIFYING PROGRAMS

Once the specification of goals and objectives has been accomplis,,ed,
planning must proceed to describe a set of activities through which each goal
and objective may be achieved. Specification of goals in operational terms
leads to the design of activities and programs which will bring about the
desired results. Planning may then concentrate on the efforts to maximize
the effectiveness of programs as a means of achieving intended goals and
objectives.
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Classification

Structure

PLANNING AS A CYCLICAL AND CONTINUOUS PROCESS

A program is a collection of related activities organized to contribute to
the accomplishment of specific goals and objectives. Systematic planning indi-
cates endsoriented evaluation of the utility of programs. Viewing an educa-
tional institution as a system will enable planners to measure the utility of
institutional processes (programs) through a comparison of the input from
the environment into the system with the output from the system into the
environment. The unit for making the comparison is, of course, the program.
The essential task of planning is to establish programs that achieve institu-
tional goals and objectives through an optimal utilization of resourr.....

Program planning will be greatly aided by a comprehensive scheme for
identifying and classifying institutional programs. For internal planning, a
comprehensive taxonomy of institutional programs will direct program plan-
ning to consider all phases of institutional processes. A common program
classification structure, which is shared by several institutions, will facilitate
sharing of program data on an inter-institutional basis.

The Ohio Roard of Regents has for some years used a program classifi-
cation structure as the basis for estimating the resource requirements of pro-
grams. This structure is as follows:

1.0 Departmental 11::.truction and Research
1.1 General Studies
1.2 Technical Education
1.3 Baccalaureate General
1.4 Baccalaureate Professional
1.5 Master's Programs
1.6 Graduate Professional
1.7 Doctor's Programs
1.8 Medical Programs

2.0 Research
3.0 Public Services
4.0 Auxiliary Service*
5.0 Student Aid
This structure is useful for estimating the costs of primary programs and

has considerable utility for purposes of statewide planning. From the stand-
point of institutional planning, however, the structure is inadequate because
it fails to recognize that support programs, too, are units of program design,
evaluation and budgeting. A taxonomy of institutional programs should explic-
itly identify all programs for which distinct design, evaluation, budgeting and
control are to be assigned. For purposes of calculating unit costs of ;:ri-
mary programs, of course, it will be necessary to establish a crossover mech-
anism that assigns support costs to primary programs by appropriate loading
formulae.

It is recommended that the Ohio Board of Regents establish, with the
advice of institutional representatives of the state universities, a common pro-
gram classification structure for the state universities of Ohio. This revised
structure should be designed to: (1) satisfy the requirements of universities
in program planning and evaluation; (2) maintain the instructional program
classification structure currently used by the Ohio Board of Regents; (3) be
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compatible with the state chart of accounts; and (4) be compatible with the
NCHEMS at WICHE program classification structure.

For information purposes, a program structure as used by the University
of Georgia, the Ohio State University, and WICHE is displayed in Appendix 2,
3 and 4 respectively. In addition, a program structure as developed by Robert
Sandin of Toledo is exhibited in Appendix 5.

Program Program planning should be addressed to such questions as the fol-
Planning lowing:

1. What action is necessary?
2. Why must it be done?
3. Where will it take place?
4. When will it take place?
5. Who will do it?
6. How will it be done?

When these questions are answered carefully and completely for every
goal and objective, descriptive programs can be set forth in any planning
document, for any organization unit or level.

The answer to the first question, what is necessary, indicates the types
of activities and their sequence necessary to achieve the desired end result.
A program(s) speaks to what is to be done with what resources, i.e., what is
being accomplished (outputs) and what is being used (inputs). What is hap-
pening (or is expected to happen) is a program(s).

Why it must be done, alerts the planner to include only necessary activ-
ities. Those activities not contributing to the objectives are excluded.

Where it will take place, designates the specific physical location for the
performance of each activity of the plan. All facilities must be available at the
proper time for the planning to be meaningful.

The answer to when it will take place emphasizes the timing considera
tions. A definite beginning and ending time should be determined, not only
for the entire course of action but also for each separate activity included
in the plan.

Who will do it, establishes assigned duties and responsibilities for the
members of the group.

Finally, how it will be done, brings out the manner of getting the work
accomplished and serves as a review regarding the thoroughness in answering
the first five questions. This last question actually checks the entire plan for
completion and for direction toward the desired goal.

It might be said that programs can be identified by simply answering the
first question "what action is necessary?" However, in this manual a program
is not identified as such until all six questions can be thoroughly answered.
For example, why identify a program if one doesn't know why it must exist?
How can one have a program if it is not known who will undertake the program?
Perhaps a trained person is not available on campus, or one cannot be re-
cruited? Thus, an activity that is described as a program, and only answers
the first question is only a skeleton and not a program as defined in this
manual.
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In summary, the planner who can thoroughly answer the questions of
what, why, where, when, who, and how should be able to clearly identify
activities that are necessary to attain the goals and objectives of a plan. In
planning jargon, these activities are referred to as programs. Inherent in the
identification of programs is the need to consider alternative programs.

Consideration The planning process must make specific provision for encouraging the
of Alternative consideration of alternative possibilities in the design of activities and pro -

Programs grams. University planning too often indicates a preoccupation with arranging
for the continuation of existing activities and programs.

However, for educational institutions, most programs are, in fact, estab-
lished and ongoing. Thus, emphasis should be placed upon planning for
change and evaluation of established and ongoing programs. This type of
planning appears particularly significant for the years ahead with the slowing
pace of the growth of the universities. In the future, conditions may require
more reallocation of existing resources as opposed to the acquisition and use
of new resources to meet growth.

A key consideration in the choice of program alternatives should be the
necessity for a program that will permit optimal utilization of available re-
sources. Any judgement concerning the cost/benefit advantages of one program
by comparison to other possible programs, however, requires knowledge of the
utility of the program for accomplishing intended goals and objectives. Careful
study is essential, therefore, during program design to measure the impact of
alternative programs in terms of the goals and objectives of the programs.

Recommendations concerning choosing a program from among a series
of possible alternatives which is optimal from a cost/benefit point of view are
often more theoretical than practical. Cost/benefit analysis, indeed, is very
difficult to conceptualize or to execute.

Rather than become entangled in an analysis that is too complex, it is
suggested that university planners look at programs and ask two general
questions: (1) What will the program cost? and (2) What are the expected
results in terms of the goals and objectives by reference to which the program
is justified? That is, planners should be primarily concerned with expected
costs and benefits, rather than marginal analysis, utility analysis, etc.

The priority assigned to programs is largely a function of the priorities
assigned to the goals and objectives which they are intended to achieve. How-
ever, in circumstances where resources are scarce, the comparative efficiency
of programs in the utilization of institutional resources cannot be ignored. Thus,
a highly efficient program from a cost/benefit standpoint might be assigned
a higher priority in resource allocation decisions than an inefficient program,
even though the more efficient program was addressed to goals and objectives
which are deemed of lower priority than those of the inefficient program. is
is only to observe that the ranking of programs in an order or priority is a most
complex undertaking in which a number of different factors must be considered.
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CALCULATING RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS OF PROGRAMS

Systematic planning must be concerned with questions such as the follow-
ing: (1) Given that certain output (in terms of the realization of goals and ob-
jectives) is desired and given and that a certain program configuration is the
optimal means for achieving the desired output, what minimum resources are
required? (2) Assuming a fixed amount of resources are available, how can
maximum output be achieved? In order to deal with such questions, it is
necessary to have some idea of the amount of resources which programs
should be expected to consume. Standards for calculating the resource require-
ments of programs are an indispensable tool of planning. However, in the
present state of the art of planning, such standards are likely to be at best
crude.

Examples of standards in the calculation of resource requirements of
programs are the expenditure models for instructional programs which have
been developed in recent years through research efforts of the Ohio Board of
Regents. The Regents' models estimate, for example, that instructional pro-
grar. . in general studies should be expected to require (in terms of staff
resources) one full-time-equivalent faculty member for every 24 full-time-
equivalent students. Such a standard can aid in predicting the resources
needed to maintain a general studies program for a given number of students.
John D. Millett's monograph, Planning, Programming, Budgeting for Ohio's
Public Institutions of Higher Education (Ohio Board of Regents, 1970) cites a
number of similar standards (or "rules of thumb," as Mil lett calls them)
which have had some use in Ohio in calculating the resource requirements of
programs. Such standards, of course, are in the nature of averages which
have been derived from a very large aggregate of program data, and they are
of only limited application in institutional planning. But the methodology by
which such standards have been derived illustrates the process by which
institutional planners may obtain standards more applicable to their own
special circumstances.

Simulation Recently, researchers have developed several computer models which
Models can assist university planners in calculating the resource requirements. The

input for such models, which calculate the resource requirements of university
operations under simulated conditions, is typically a set of data establishing
the level and scope of services (e.g., enrollment data) and a set of standards
for calculating resource requirements (e.g., student faculty rations, mean
salary, etc.). It is recommended that university planners seriously explore the
utility of such models as aids to calculating the resource requirements of
programs.

Importance
of Enrollment

Forecasting

COMPARING RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS TO AVAILABLE RESOURCES

Planning for allocation of resources to implement programs requires
realistic forecasting of income and recognition of the limits of available re-
sources. Since most university income is dependent on enrollment levels,
accurate forecasting of income requires accurate enrollment forecasting.
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PLANNING AS A CYCLICAL AND CONTINUOUS PROCESS

Indeed, reliable enrollment forecasts are essential for almost all of the quanti-
tative aspects of university program planning. Miscalculation of enrollments
can create chaos in a university, and the strain is especially painful when
actual enrollments fall short of expectations.

Given the importance of good enrollment forecasting and the current
state of the art, several suggestions can be offered to improve the process.

1. The OBR should maintain detailed attention to enrollment fore-
casting. The OBR enrollment committee that was recently formed to
work with institutions should be a permanent committee. Personnel
and other resources should be specifically funded for statewide en-
rollment studies.

2. The president and top administrators must recognize the importance
of enrollment forecasting.

3. Specific responsibility and resources must be assigned for institu-
tional enrollment studies.

4. Enrollment goals and objectives must be long-term, realistic and
constantly evaluated. When necessary, enrollment goals and objec-
tives must be changed to meet changing environmental and social
trends.

5. The institutional methodology of estimating enrollments should be
documented and communicated throughout the university.

6. Universities should make a concentrated effort to improve their
methodologies of making enrollment projections. A student flow model
should be designed and employed to project enrollment loading by
instructional program.

7. Useful classifications of enrollment projections must be clearly identi-
fied; e.g., number of in-state students, number of out-of-state students,
number of students by subsidy level, FTE students, day students,
night student, retention rates, etc.

In addition to considering the foregoing suggestions, it is recommended
that each university document other ideas and plan a specific program to im-
prove enrollment projection. Also, it is important to note that every program
and plan submitted for administrative consideration should have a section,
where appropriate that deals with the subject of enrollments.

After programs have been defined, it is vital to calculate and forecast
income and expenses for each program. Note, the emphasis is on calculating
and forecasting income and expenditures, not calculating and forecasting
resources.

When the planner considers expenditures, he should think of personnel,
space, equipment and support services as resources, and convert the value
of these to dollars. The planner also needs to think of them in terms of capital
and operating dollars, or, put another way, one time and continuing dollars.
At the same time, the planner must think of the possible sources of fricome.
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Thus, it appears to be more meaningful to talk first in terms of income and
expenses, rather than in terms of the allocation of resources.

Any plan submitted for review should have an estimate of the income and
expenditures which are required for the plan. The sources of income should
be designated and the expenditures should be expressed in terms of required
resources. It is anticipated that when a plan is first conceived and submitted
for review, the forecast of income and expenditures may in some cases be
only an estimate. However, as plans are refined, the ability to forecast should
improve to the extent that the forecast becomes more reliable.

The foregoing recommendation is important because too often proposed
plans are reviewed and even approved without due consideration of both income
and expenditures. The results may be evident in a building program that is
never completed, a building that is constructed without adequate equipment, a
building that cannot be properly cared for and maintained, an academic pro-
gram that is without operating support, etc.

The planner must think of three levels of income and expenditures. The
first level is income and expenditures for the development and refinement of
plans. The second level is income and expenditures for implementation of plans,
and the third level is income and expenditures for the operation phase of plans.
Often too little attention is given to the income and expenditures necessary to
develop effective plans. The result is often acting without a plan, or with ill-
conceived plans, because resources are not adequately available to develop
and refine the plans.

The first important consideration in projecting income and expenditure
is to clearly designate responsibility for this task. The responsibility may be
assigned to the person(s) preparing the plan, the planning office, finance
dept., etc. In all likelihood, the responsibility will be shared, but the important
consideration is that the responsibility be clearly delineated.

The format to use for forecasting income and expenditures will vary
according to the educational institution and the type of plan. See Figure 5 for
an illustration.

Because of the importance of ascertaining that a planning unit considers
all aspects of income and expenditures in a plan, it is recommended that an
official, standardized format for forecasting income and expenditures be de-
veloped by each institution. The following items of consideration, and the
formats in the appendix should serve as a guide in developing a format that
will fit the needs of each institution. These items, with appropriate additions
and deletions, should be incorporated in a format for three different levels of
planning: (1) Development, (2) Implementation, (3) Operational. Until all three
levels are considered by the appropriate planning bodies, a rational decision
cannot be made regarding the approval of a plan.
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Figure 5

EXAMPLE FORMAT FOR FORECASTING INCOME AND EXPENDITURES

I. Income

1.0 Direct
1.1 State Capital Funding
1.2 Operating Funds
1.3 Student Fees
1.4 User Charges
1.5 Reserves
1.6 Sale Bonds
1.7 Gifts
1.8 Federal Government
1.9 Matching Funds

1.91 Other (Specify)
2.0 Special Grants

2.1 Loans
22 Other (Specify)

3.0 Indirect Overhead

II. Expenditures

1.0 Direct
1.1 Personnel

1.11 F T Planning Personnel
1.12 Civil Service
1.13 Other Salaries and Wages
1.14 Other Personnel Directly

Assigned to Planning
1.15 Consultant's Fee
1.16 Benefits

12 Support Services
121 Supplies
1.22 Equipment
1.23 Travel
124 Computer Services
125 Other Support Services

1.3 Other Direct Cost (Specify)

2.0 Indirect Cost
2.1 Personnel Outside of the

Major Planning Area, e.g.,
deans, department heads, vice
presidents, presidents, etc.

22 Significant Outside Support
Services, Equipment, Supplies,
etc.

2.3 Instructional Overhead

Projection

1 2 5 10

Year Years Years Years
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It is helpful when preparing income and expenditures projections to make
a list of important considerations. For example:

1. Personnel costs will generally compose the greatest amount of ex-
penditures in any planning activity.

2. The influence of inflation should be considered particularly in long-
term projections.

3. Consideration must be given to the generally increasing rate of in-
terest, particularly when going to the bond market.

4. The value of time is a matter deserving careful attention. Every day
lost will cost moneythe question is how much, and the problem Is
how to minimize lost time.

5. Every income and expenditure estimate will generally vary to some
degree.

6. Unexpected emergencies will arise, e.g., strikes, bad weather, etc.
How much will they cost and what contingency plans should be
developed?

7. Nothing is free. A government grant, or a gift will often require
matching funds. If not, it will generally need institutional funds for
planning, or funds for operating after the plan is implemented.

8. Consequences must be anticipated should projected income fail to
materialize at the rate anticipated or not at all.

ALLOCATING RESOURCES

Assigning dollar values to the resources required for the conduct of
activities and programs initiates the budgeting phase of the planning process.
A budget is a financial plan for procuring and allocating the resources required
to sustain programs over a specified planning period. Budgeting should always
be regarded as an integral part of program planning; an instrument of planning
for the achievement of institutional objectives. The budget is nothing but the
institutional plan expressed in monetary terms.

Viewed from the perspective of systematic planning, the budget is a
scheme for allocating scarce resources under the guidance of explicitly formu-
lated judgments of value, in a way which maximizes the productivity of pro-
grams. The task of university planners is to allocate the available means in a
manner which maximizes the utilization of resources for the achievement of
institutional goals and objectives.

To require that every expenditure item in the budget produce a benefit
which is worth its cost, it is necessary to view both the benefits and the cost
of each budget item in comparison to the benefits and costs of other possible
ways to utilize the same resources. An ideal budget is one that produces more
valuable results than would be achieved if resources were allocated in any
other way. The criticism of budgetary allocations, then, should proceed by
way of an attempt to determine not whether each expenditure item represents
something desirable or necessary in an absolute sense, but whether the
planned distribution of expenditures can be expected to bring about results
more valuable than could be obtained from alternative uses of the same funds.
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There are practical difficulties, of course, in implementing such a theory
of budgeting. The theory assumes the result of expenditures are measurable
and the value of different results can be compared. But the value of services
rendered by an educational institution is sometimes hard to specify. Further.
more, it is difficult to compare the value of results as different as those pro-
duced by pure research and custodial service. Consequently, many persons in
universities tend to think of the budget as a compromise of value preferences
concerning unlike ends, and they see no common basis for rationally assessing
the values produced by expenditures. Budgeting seems to many persons to be
an exercise of subjectivity and bias. But the aim of the planning process is to
minimize subjectivity and maximize rationality in decisions concerning resource
allocation.

There are four major considerations for installing an effective resource
allocation process. These are: First, organization(s) and person(s) must be
assigned responsibility for allocating resources; second, systematic procedures
must be delineated for allocating and approving resource requests; third,
criteria must be established to help ensure that rational consideration is given
to a request for the use of resources; and fourth, an orderly process must be
developed to communicate the allocation decisions.

One of the first considerations in allocating resources is the president's
designation of the organization(s) and person(s) responsible for this task.
Central in this decision is the decision of whether the allocations of resources
is to be a centralized or a decentralized process. Although there may be
exceptions, it is recommended that a centralized organization be responsible
for allocating resources. (The issue of centralization and decentralization will
be discussed in Chapter III). This recommendation is made because of the
impact of one resource on another, e.g., personnel on space, space on equip-
ment, etc. Because of the tremendous economic implications, it is vitally im-
portant to consider all of the required resources in a plan, and this recom-
mendation will help ensure that this consideration is made.

After the responsibilities of the designated organization have been de-
fined, that organization should proceed to develop systematic procedures for
the process of allocating and approving resources required for plans. The man-
ual on program budgeting sets forth more detailed instructions concerning the
allocation of resources. However, it is appropriate to suggest here some
general guidelines which each institution should follow when developing alloca-
tion procedures.

First, it is recommended that procedures for allocating resources be
expressed in writing, distributed through the. university community and up-
dated on a regular basis. !t should be ascertained by the responsible organi-
zation that these procedures encompass all resourcespersonnel, space,
equipment, and support services.



Some of the items that should be considered in allocation of resource
procedures are:

1. A manning table of responsibilities and due dates for submitting a
request for resources.

2. A flow chart that reveals the organizational direction of reviewing
allocation procedures.

3. Narrative statements or charts to identify the process of approving
the use of resources, e.g., committee review, open hearings, Board of
Trustees approval, OBR review, etc.

4. Statements detailing the manner in which resources will be approved
in committee meetings, administrators, etc. For example, committee
decisions may be an open vote and by a quorum before recom-
mendations are accepted by the president. Although different stand-
ards might be applied regarding the manner in which decisions will
be made for various types of resources, these standards must be
explicit.

5. The powers and the authority to make decisions or recommendations
must be clearly delineated for organizations and individuals involved
in allocating resources.

Criteria Another major consideration in the allocation of resources is to develop
for Making and follow a criteria for making allocation decisions. in order to do this, a
Allocation decision must be made to determine the items or areas which will be con-
Decisions sidered in developing a criteria; and secondly, the importance of each item or

area must be determined.
In order to make an intelligent decision for allocating resources, the

resources must be placed in perspective with the overall plan. In other words,
the plan must first be evaluated in terms of pre-selected criteria, and then
resources are allocated in accordance with the available funds.

PLANNING FOR A SYSTEM OF PROGRAM MANAGEMENT

Organizational After resources have been allocated and communicated, plans must be
Planning developed for implementation and management. These steps in the planning

process are encompassed by the scope of program management. However, the
implementation of plans and the management thereof is predicated on organi-
zational planning. Organizational planning is the arrangement of resources
assigned to carry out a program to produce an integrated structure which will
promote maximum effectiveness and efficiency. It includes assignment of staff
personnel to program activities and the delegation of authority to carry on
the activities, procurement of necessary supplies, services and equipment, and
the arrangement of physical facilities. Organizational planning is also concerned
with the following questions: What sectors, groups and structures are involved
in planning and decision making? What is the effectiveness of different organi-
zational structures? What is the cost of different organizational structures?
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An administrator should develop a frame of mind favorable to organiza-
tional planning. He should consider that inevitable changes will face the
institution, and will bring about conditions necessitating changes in his man
agerial organizing work .,onstructive organizational changes will be required
to improve productivity, induce efficiency, enhance morale, and help implement
the plans of the institution.

Also of basic importance is a searching look at the contribution of the
organizing work to determine whether all essential functions are identified and
adequate. These activities may be performed, but the question is: "Are these
activities compatible with current plans?"

TN major steps in organizational planning include:

Steps in 1. State the goals and objectives.
Organizational universityIs the ; 4 expanding or contracting? Is it offering new or im-

Planning proved programs? What programs and services are being cut back
or deleted? Are the goals and objectives realistic? Do the goals and
objectives recognize the experiences and resources available to the
institution?

2. Formulate the ideal organization believed best to meet the goals and
objectives.
In what ways should the university be built to best meet the future
needs? What new departments should be added, and which should
be eliminated? In what way can present employees' effort be made
more effective by the uiganization?

3. Inventory the existent organizational structure. What are the current
organizational units? What activities are included in each? What are
the relationships among the managers of each respective department
and division? When was the of gcmization last revised? What changes
were made at that time?

4. Prepare written job descriptions of duties and authority of each admin-
istrative job. Included in this step are the objectives of each man-
agerial job; specific activities required to carry out these intents,
duties and authority. Also included, the extent of supervision pro-
vided; sources of advice, counsel and instructions.

5. Compare job descriptions with existent organization and identify areas
that appear to need revision. This includes areas representing need-
less duplication, as well as omission of necessary areas.

6. Compare tentative revised existent organization to ideal organization
formulated under step No. 2. What major arliustments appear neces-
sary? Can the structure be simplified? Can areas of operation be
clarified and communications improved?

7. Formulate recommended organizational units for future use. What are
the specific activities and authority required by the manager of each
department or division to attain his goals and objectives? Are relation-
ships among organizational units spelled out? Is standard and uniform
terminology being used? Are all possible trouble areas eliminated?



Implementation

8. Prepare phase charts indicating the estimated periods of time to reach
the recommended futi.lre organization. Should the recommended
changes be accomplished in one jump, or by a series of gradual
alterations? What strategy in time scheduling should be followed?

9. Obtain official approval for the proposed organizational changes. What
benefits will be derived from the changes? What are the income and
expense considerations of the proposed organizational changes?

The work of planning and organizing is insufficient to get work accom-
plished. The plans and the organized efforts must be implemented. Implementa-
tion means putting or moving the plan into action. No tangible output is
achieved until the implementation function is performed.

Among the more important factors pertinent to planning for implementa-
tion are: (1) Attitude of top administrators toward planning in the institution,
(2) relations between faculty, students and administrators, (3) the period over
which the implementation is to take place, and (4) the availability of money
and resources to carry out the implementation plans.

The backing by top administrators is fundamental in the successful appli-
cation of every plan, and it is particularly necessary for plans for implementing.
The development and operations of an implementation program is conditioned
by top managers' viewpoints toward members of the educational institutions.
Whatever the dominant view, be it positive or negative, ii will directly influence
the courses of implementation action that will follow.

Conversely, in the planning for implementation, a clear picture of faculty,
supporting personnel and students attitudes toward top management is of
prime importance. A program of activity designed without taking into account
the feelings and beliefs of all segments of the school has little chance of
success. It is doubtful that all such views can be incorporated into a managerial
plan of implementation, but a sincere effort must be made.

Time considerations are another basic factor of plans dealing with imple-
mentation. Normally, such plans should encompass fairly long period, because
implementation is not generally achieved within several weeks or even months.
Planning is time consuming and requires much patience and consistent effort.
Furthermore, many members of the university community may be skeptical and
not quite "sold" on the plan at its initial introduction. However, time often
permits the opportunity to see the plan in action, to experience its benefits,
and can enhance its chances for acceptance. In addition, plans for implementa-
tion require continuous development, they are not a now-you-do-it, now-you-
don't type of activity.

Finally, the factor of the availability of funds and of staff to perform the
work is usually of major significance in implementing programs. Economically,
a program for implementation should pay for itself in the benefits and values
gained from the program. However, many times these values are difficult to
measure and the program cannot be justified economically with the same pre-
cision as perhaps programs in other areas. Likewise, trained people to imple-
ment the actuating program are of major importance and must be included
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as an important part of the implementation plan. Thus, the extent, inclusiveness
and content of the implementation planning is influenced significantly by the
available funds and staff.

Seeps in For every plan approved and funded, it is recommended that specific
Implementation responsibility be assigned for implementation. The following guidelines should

Planning provide some direction for individuals charged with the responsibility of
implementation.

1. Recognize the goals and objectives. Make certain the goals and
objectives currently being sought are compatible with efforts in other
major areas and are attainablenot impractical dreams.

2. Establish a detailed program. This should include a step-by-step listing
of all activities to take place in their prescribed sequence. Participa-
tion by employees is encouraged; their feelings and ideas regarding
the program can be included in the program's formulation.

3. Estimate the time and cost. Completion dates should be set for each
step of the program, with provisions for the unexpected. Some will
require longer periods than anticipated, and others will be success
fully concluded in record time. In addition, estimates should be pre-
pared to show the amount of expenditures involved and the source
of funds.

4. Obtain approval and put the program into operation. Approval of the
implementation program can be helpful in the efforts win the backing
of top managers. Initiating the program into action begins with
thorough indoctrination of those being affected by it so they under-
stand what is being undertaken and why. Employee participation, as
mentioned under Step No. 2, usually helps to gain greater acceptance.
Converting the idea into reality is frequently difficult, and sufficient
time and flexibility in putting the program into action must be allowed.

5. Eva:uate accomplishments of program. Implementing results are
usually difficult to evaluate, but some follow-up should be made in
order to (1) discover ideas and techniques for improving future
programs, and (2) justify the continuance or discontinuance of the
program.

Controlling
(Evaluating)

Programs

Planning for program evaluation is concerned with assessing performance
and informing managers of comparisons between that which is being accom-
plished and that which should be accomplished in keeping with the master
plan of goals and objectives. Usually there are many means available to deter-
mine whether an assignment is being executed as intended, but they are not
readily available or timely without sufficent planning. Effective controls just
don't happen; they must be planned for and given careful consideration.

Controlling is the follow-up to the other three fundamental functions of
management. It helps to ensure that what is intended to be accomplished is



Steps in the
Control and

Evaluation
Process

Types of
Standards

completed, and that the various efforts are maintained in their correct inter-
relationships to permit adequate coordination. There can, in fact, be no con-
trolling without previous planning, organizing and implementing.

Emphasis needs to be given to the fact that control is ultimately related
to the other fundamental functions of management. The best planning includes
consideration for performing the controlling function. Similarly, organizing and
actuating efforts should take into account control considerations. When proper
consideration is made, the control function is made less difficult and more
effective.

The control process consists of several definite steps fundamental to all
nAnagerial controlling Regardless of the program, the same basic control
process applies. Three basic steps are:

1. Developing the standards or basis for control. (This is accomplished
when one developes objectives.)

2. Measuring the performance.
3. Comparing performance with the standard and ascertaining the differ-

ence, if any.
4. Correcting deviation by means of remedial action.

The concept of the control process is shown graphically in Figure 6.
Beginning at A, the standard or basis of control is first determined. Next B,
the performance is measured. At C, comparison is then made between per-
formance and the standard or control basis to determine whether performance
is above, below, or the same as the standard or control basis. The difference
between the standard and performance, D, sets the amount of correction
necessary to provide satisfactory performance. The remedial action may be
any of a number of possibilities, including a change in organizing or imple-
menting, a revision of the standard, or modification in the planning.

Any activity can be controlled with regard to any one or all of the
following factors:

1. Quantity
2. Quality
3. Cost
4. Time
To illustrate, consider the activities of an educational institution. Quantity

standards of the institution can be controlled with reference to the number of
credit hours produced, the number of graduates, the ratio of faculty to students,
etc. Quality standards can be used as the control factor though standardized
tests, number of graduates obtaining a job or going to graduate school, the
number of dropouts, accreditation agencies, educational level and experience
of faculty and administrators and often predetermined measures of quality.
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The costs of graduate students could be predetermired and budgeted to keep
expenses within desired limits. Finally, time can almost always be employed
as a standard. A timetable or schedule could be worked c:at for achieving
certain goals and objectives at certain dates. If actual performance deviates
from the scheduled times, corrective action could be applied.

Figure 6

THE CONTROL/EVALUATION PROCESS
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Because of the overall importance and need for evaluation, it is recom-
mended that every plan, contain a set of standards by which programs can be
controlled. Every program will differ, but standards should generally be set in
the areas of personnel, space, equipment and support services. Again, factors
to consider are quantity, quality, cost and time.

Standards are difficult to agree upon, particularly among administrators
and faculty and other institutions. Nonetheless, standards must be established
and used to evaluate what actually happened with the plan. When this step is
accomplished, the planning cycle is repeated with a new look at goals and
objectives.

All evaluative analysis of programs must be conducted within the frame-
work of avowed goals and objectives. Criteria for measuring the effectiveness of
programs and specifying a direction of control can be formulated only if one
knows what it is that is supposed to be accomplished through the programs.
The concept of the university, an understanding of its mission, is ultimately the
basis for evaluating both the form of activities and the adequacy of work per-
formance. The evaluation stage of the planning process, therefore, brings us
back to a reconsideration of goals and objectives. The planning process comes
full circle. Both the foundation and the result of program evaluation are a
clear and precise formulation of goals.

Iteration of the various steps in the planning process may be necessary
before the full implications of initial formulations of goals and objectives can
be made explicit. The planning process may then become an occasion for
reviewing and reappraising the understanding of goals and objectives from
which the process began. The planning cycle may, at any number of points,
call for a reappraisal of goals and objectives, to verify their appropriateness for
the institution. Just as evaluation may initiate a feedback loop to the stage
of redesigning programs which prove to be ineffective, so evaluation may also
initiate a larger feedback loop to the earliest stages of the planning process,
viz. to the stage of reconsidering goals and objectives which prove to be un-
realistic or inappropriate. The pursuit of the planning process through all the
stages that we have distinguished may prove, in fact, to be the best way to
reach clarity concerning the essential goals and objectives of an enterprise.

Evaluation should be addressed, furthermore, to the planning process
itself, because that process is implemented in a given institution. Planning is
itself an activity which consumes resources for the sake of achieving a
purpose, in this case, the improvement of management in the university. The
effectiveness of the program of institutional planning must be assessed to
determine the extent to which the intended objectives are actually being
achieved. The activity of conducting cost/benefit analysis of programs, for
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example. must itself be subjectet; to a cost/benefit analysis, since that activity,
too, consumes resources which might be used in some other way. The effective-
ness and efficiency of the planning organization, the utility of resource require-
ments prediction models, the reliability of enrollment and income forecasts,
and the quality of decisions regarding the allocation of resources all require
evaluation and control. The evaluation stage of the planning process must not
neglect to cast its searching light upon itself.

In conclusion of Chapter II, we can indeed, say that good planning is a
cyclical and continuous process.
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3. Organization of the Planning
Function

ESTABLISHING A FORMALIZED PLANNING EFFORT

Commitment As previously stated, one of the major functions of management is to
to Planning organize for planning. Responsibilities must be assigned to personnel, an

effective communications network must be developed for participants in the
planning process, and channels and levels of decision-making must be clarified.

The process of formal educational planning can proceed, once the com-
mitment of the president and top level administrators is clearly established.
Until a commitment to planning is made by the president, little significant
planning will occur. For planning to be successful, the president must, in most
cases, be fully involved in the planning process. The depth of his commitment
must be unequivocably impressed on the administrative staff, faculty and other
members of the university community.

Where to After a commitment has been made to planning, the president may ask,
Start "Where do we begin?" Simply stated, the place to start planning is where the

Planning greatest needs exist. However, this decision cannot be effectively made until
the president has reviewed the planning process and taken an inventory of
planning needs. For example, a president's list of planning needs might look
as follows:

1. Need a new enrollment plan.
2. Need to educate administrators and faculty of the role and importance

of planning.
3. Need an improved statement of institutional goals and objectives.
4. Need a director of planning and a staff.
5. Need a comprehensive institutional planas requested by the Ohio

Board of Regents.
After an inventory and evaluation of planning needs, the president should

be in a position to know where to begin the organization of the planning
function. In our foregoing example, the president may first, begin with
Education (#2) and secondly, proceed to the appointment of a planning
director (#4).

After deciding when to start planning, the president should then be in a
better position to plan for the most appropriate planning organization. The
possibilities for organization range from a highly centralized to a very decen-
tralized decision-making process, depending upon the nature of the institution.
(Organizations will be discussed in more detail under the section dealing with
centralization and decentralization.)
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Some of the possible methods of organizing are as follows:

1. No effort is made to formalized planning. Planning is a part of each
administrator's duties.

2. Formal planning is executed only in certain areas of the university,
e.g., physical planning.

3. Centralized planning is accomplished in a planning department; no
planning executives or staff exist in the departments or colleges.

4. Planning is carried out by a planning executive and staff at both a
central administrative office and in the operating units of depart-
ments and colleges.

To initiate a planning organization in an orderly fashion, the following
steps are suggested.

1. Know the goals and objectives. The organizing efforts must be in
keeping with the work to be accomplished. Organizing a planning
office is not a panacea which is applied in specific and equal dosages
to all educational institutions. The goals and objectives are im-
portant because they ds'termine the fundamental organization re-
quirements.

2. Inventory the current planning organization. Are the duties and re-
sponsibilities of the planning officials clearly specified? Do the people
filling these positions have the necessary training and experience?

3. Break down the planning work to be accomplished into component
activities. Preferably the list of activities should be quite extensive,
although not to the point of including minute details. Ordinarily, some
planning activities will be subordinate to other activities, but all should
be listed.

4. Group the planning activities into practical units. Similarity of activ-
ities could be used for this grouping. For example, the operating
budget and the capital budget would probably be grouped under
finance. (It should be recognized that there are differences in the
time frame of the two types of budgets. The capital is "one-time
money" while the other is ongoing.) The instructional program and
research program would be grouped under the educational plan. In
the foregoing examples, the main groups have been determined
functionally. Other bases for planning could be used such as under-
graduate education, graduate education, or by geographical location,
such as main campus, branch campus, etc.

5. For each planning activity or group of activities to be performed,
define clearly the duties to be carried out and provide the physical
means and environment required. This amplifies that which is ex-
pected of the individual or group who is to execute each planning activ-
ity or group of activities and sees that they have the physical tools with



which to work. It adds substance to the work to be done, makes the
organizer decide exactly what is to be accomplished, and provides the
employee with a concise statement of what planning action is ex-
pected. Titles or other identifications should be assigned to each
job. It should be noted that the grouping of planning activities as
outlined in Step No. 4 is not necessarily related to assignment of
the work. Assignment of work logically follows after the planning
activities themselves have been identified and grouped.

6. Assign qualified personnel and other resources. After the planning of
job content has been determined, its relative importance established,
and the duties set forth, the next step in developing a planning
organization is to file the jobs with qualified personnel. In the case
of reorganizing an existing organizational structure, the qualifications
of the incumbent employees would be compared to the requirements
of their respective jobs. For each employee, approval, recommenda-
tions for training or transfer would follow. In certain situations, e.g.,
the chief planning officer, it might be desirable to recruit from the
outside. In contrast, sometimes, it is necessary or desirable to utilize
existing personnel. If using existing personnel, Steps Nos. 4 and 5 are
carried out with this thought in mind.
After personnel have been assigned, they must be given money and
other resources. If planning is to succeed, it is absolutely essential
for the university to make a financial commitment to planning.

7. Delegate the required planning authority to the assigned personnel.
To each employee, authority necessary to accomplish his specific
work must be granted. Also each member of the planning group must
know the activities he is expected to perform, and also his relationship
to others in the planning organization. All planning personnel from
the highest to the lowest level in the structure should have a thorough
understanding of the organization structure, knowledge of why it
is arranged as it is, and a comprehensive knowledge of their respec-
tive locations and obligations in relation to the whole.

The foregoing steps in organizing a planning organization are basic and
apply not only to any type of educational institution but to any part, e.g., de-
partment, as well. Organizing is performed by educational administrators at all
levels, but the fundamental process remains the same on all levels.

It should not be inferred that other step-by-step procedures to organizing
a planning operation are to be avoided. Planning for organization, like most
administrative work, requires consideration of many factors. Some of these
factors might conveniently be classified as internal and external factors that
influence the planning process.

INTERNAL FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE THE PLANNING PROCESS

Policies and prccedures deal with future courses of action and as such
affect the planning process. Both policies and procedures are essential for the
effective management of an educational institution. However, e policy is not
the same as a procedure, although the two are commonly used interchangeably.
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Definition A policy is a verba:, written, or implied overall guide setting up boundaries
of Policy that supply the general limits and direction in which managerial action will take

place. Policies are used to help keep decisions within the areas intended by the
planning since they provide for some consistency in decisionmaking in par-
ticular situations usually under repetitive conditions.

Policies are broad, comprehensive, elastic and dynamic guides. They
require interpretation in their use by administrators. A policy does not tell an
administrator exactly what to do.

In the typical university, there are many kinds or types of policies. It is
possible to classify policies on the basis of their characteristics, including such
things as purpose, use, subject, extent of influence, function, written or
unwritten, etc.

Classification
of Policies

One classification of policies helpful in reviewing policy is that based on
the organizational levels of administrators. That is to say, there are policies
which are used primarily by top level administrators, other policies by middle
level administrators, e.g., college dean, and still other policies which are
applicable to departmental heads and other supervisors. See Figure 7.

Figure 7
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Another helpful classification of policies is that based on their sources,
including policies that are (1) imposed, or (2) originated. Imposed policies
include those policies arising as a result of some external force such as
federal or state government, the Ohio Board of Regents and accrediting
associations.

An originated policy includes those started by educational administrators
in order to have needed guides established for their own and their subordinates
use in managing the university.

Another common classification of policies is by function, e.g., finance,
education, personnel, planning, etc. Figure 8 supplies examples of these.



Figure 8

EXAMPLES OF POLICIES BY FUNCTION

Finance Policies
1. Have a balanced budget
2. Prepare long-term financial plans
3. Obtain as much outside financial

support as possible
4. Maintain low tuition
5. Invest surplus cash

Personnel
1. Maintain a centralized personnel office
2. Post and advertise all job vacancies of

the university
3. Promote from within when possible
4. Compensate employees at competitive wages
5. Actively recruit and place university employees

Planning
1. Maintain a centralized planning office
2. Budgeting and account for planning expenditure
3. Every administrative head and supervisor is

responsible for planning
4. All plans must be documented
5. Every administrator and faculty person is to be

introduced to the planning process

Educational
1. Every student should have the opportunity to take

elective courses
2. Every student should have an academic advisory
3. Extra curricular activities are encouraged to

supplement formal classroom teaching
4. Every faculty member and course offering is to be

evaluated on a regular basis
5. Faculty members are given time off and support for

research, publishing and seminars

As one can infer from the foregoing examples, there is a wealth of
policies that exist at most educational institutions. All of these policies, some of
which are implied rather than being stated in writing affect the planning
process. Therefore, it is important that all policies within a university should
be integrated so that uniform, orderly, and efficient execution of planning
work can follow. Thus, it is recommended that the planning department or
other responsible office, such as systems be changed with the responsibility
of compiling and updating an inventor)' of university policies. Miami University
has an excellent model to follow.
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Definition
of Procedures

Other
Internal
Factors

Affecting
Planning

As contrasted to a policy, a procedure is a series of related tasks that
make up the chronological sequence once the way of performing the work is
established. The tasks are determined and related by means of planning in
accordance with what is believed necessary to accomplish the work. The
chronological sequence of these tasks is a distinguishing mark of any procedure.

A procedure is specific; it is usually tailor-made to achieve the specific
work for which its use is recommended. In contrast, policies supply the
general areas within which the procedures must operate. Whereas a policy
requires a "great deal" of interpretation for its use, a procedure requires
"little or no" interpretation.

It is recommended that a procedure manual be developed along with or
incorporated with a university policies manual.

Several universities including Ohio University and Ohio State University
have made significant progress in developing and maintaining a procedures
manual.

Because of the detailed nature of procedures, it may be desirable to
assign the responsibiilty of developing procedures to the Systems Department.
They should, of course, work closely with the Planning Department and all
appropriate segments of the university.

In addition, to policies and procedures that affect the planning process,
there are numerous other internal factors to consider. Some of these are:
personnel attitude and knowledge of the planning process, adequate staff for
planning, growth or declining enrollments, size of the institution, types of
educational programs offered, political power bases within the university,
physical facilities, support services available for planning and the overall
financial ability of the university. When organizing the planning function, the
president and other chief administrators must recognize and appraise all
the internal factors that influence the planning process.

In addition to internal factors that affect the planning process, there
are a number of external factors to consider. Some of these are:

1. Legislative action and interest. For example, H. B. 475; The Warren
King Study; attempts to set faculty workload standards; increased
dissatisfaction with higher education in general etc. All of these
factors and others must be closely monitored and interpreted while
planning the future course of the university.

2. The Ohio Board of Regents serves the valuable function of coordina-
tion of policies between member institutions, the Legis!ature and the
governor. As such, it must maintain a close liaison with the member
institutions, the Legislature and the governor.
The Ohio Board of Regents policies are outlined in a master plan
for education. In addition, decisions are made at almost every Board
of Regents meeting that affect the planning operation of at least one
institution. Recognizing the scope, power, role and authority of the
Ohio Board of Regents, it behooves every institution to be knowledge-
able of the workings and pol:fles of this organization. Indeed before
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some institutional plans, e.g., new academic programs, capital pro-
grams financed by state funds, etc. can be implemented, they must
have the official approval of the Ohio Board of Regents. It is safe
to say that many institutions of higher education in Ohio could
improve their overall planning process simply by being more fully
informed of the Ohio Board of Regents and its role in higher
education.

3. Citizens. Universities need to be more aware of the sentiments of
citizens. At no time in the history of education have citizens been
more critical of higher education. Universities need to know why
citizens feel as they do and take positive action to meet changing
attitudinal and societal needs. Citizens are concerned with higher
taxes, higher tuition and graduates who can't find jobs. Planners
must find a way to alleviate these concerns.

4. Other external factors. There are a host of other external factors,
such as alumni, federal agencies, foundations and local government
that affect the planning process. These factors must be recognized
and evaluated in terms of their impact on the planning process. This
is a very delicate and difficult process, because the planner must
consider these outside factors and incorporate them where it is
important. Although they are important, outside factors should not
provide the sole directier the university.

Earlier in this chapter, some basic steps were suggested as a guideline
in organizing a planning office. These guidelines can be followed by an educa-
tional institution. However, in establishing a planning department, all the
internal and external factors affecting a particular university will somewhat
alter the planning organization. This is the way it should be. Carbon copy
planning organization is not necessarily desirable. The important point is that
every university should improve its planning organization through a systematic
study of internal and external factors.

THE SCOPE OF THE PLA.NNING EFFORT

The scope of the planning process is dependent upon the beliefs and
concepts of the president and other high level administration offices. Some
of the key issues to consider are the time horizons of planning and centrali-
zation vs. decentralization planning.

All planning deals with the future, and the future is measured in time.
Hence, it is convenient and acceptable to think of different kinds of planning
in terms of the time horizons for which the planning is intended. The classi-
fication of Long-range Planning, (LRP), and Short-range Planning, (SRP), have
come into common use and are so used in this manual.

Differences of opinion exist on the number of years that qualify certain
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Intermediate
Range-Plans

planning as long-range, and short-range. In this manual, we have assigned
some arbitrary time values as follows:

Short-range 2 years or less

Long-range 3.10 years or longer

Long-range planning and short-range planning should be integrated with
the latter fitting in and contributing toward the achievement of the long-range
goals. Examination from time to time should reveal whether proper integration
is being achieved.

The usual problem is that short-range planning is adopted but does not
contribute to the long-range plan. An immediate opportunity is seized; and in
the urgency of the situation, the long-range goals and objectives are slighted.
For example, a university needing space for the arts and science department
adds an addition to the present building. But this addition was not in keeping
with the long-range planning to construct a modern new building. Immediate
needs for space were satisfied, but the long-range requirements were ignored.

On the other hand, there are examples where development over a short-
range and revealed by short-range planning suggests changes be made in
long-range planning. To illustrate long-range plans may call for a new dormi-
tory complex. I:"Never, student housing statistics and declining enrollments
may suggest that the long-range plan is not presently valid. All this points
out is that conditions do change and all planning should become a continuous
process because the future is unknown.

Long-range planning and short-range planning should be tied together.
Long-range planning gives perspective to short-range planning. Plans for the
next year or two tend to become historical projections until given fuller
meaning by relating to the long view. Long-range plans become realities by
means of short-range plans that are coordinated with the long-range planning.

Consideration of the effect of short-range plans upon long-range plans
emphasizes the step-by-step approach to the future and suggest consideration
of intermediate-range planning. Indeed, there are planners who maintain that
the planning process is not the weakness in the area of long-range planning,
but rather in lack of attention to intermediate-range planning. In this manual,
we have focused on the long-range and the short-range, for convenience sake,
but it does not mitigate the need to focua on intermediate planning. For those
institutions desiring to subdivide plans into three time horizons, the following
guidelines could be used:

Short-range 2 years or less

Intermediate-range 3.6 years

Long-range 7 years or longer
It is to be understood that the amount of detail and accuracy in projecting
plans will vary inversely to the length of time. That is, we should have more
facts and knowledge today in making projection for the short-term than we
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will for the long-term. Thus, more detailed and accurate projection with fewer
assumptions for the first few years of a plan should be more evident than
for the last few years.

Another important concept that relates to the scope of planning and has
a great deal of affect on the organization of the planning office is centralization
and decentralization in the organizational structure. In management, the former
identifies concentration of authority, while the latter that of dispersion of
authority. The controlling issue is how much authority is delegated to sub-
ordinates.

Actually, there is some decentralization of authority in every organiza-
tional structure, otherwise the structure could not exist, that is all authority
would be vested in the president. Likewise a manager cannot delegate all his
authority for by so doing, he ceases to be a manager. Hence, centralization
and decentralization can be thought of as two theoretical extremes, neither of
which are found in actual practice; but the concept of each one is helpful in
organizing for the planning function.

To illustrate the concept of centralization reference should be made to
Figures 9 and 10.

Figure 9

A SIMPLIFIED ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE FEATURING THE

CENTRALIZATION CONCEPT OF THE PLANNING FUNCTION

President
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An examination of Figures 9 and 10 should quickly reveal that probably
no university would organize its planning function along the lines indicated.
For example, in Figure 9, the planning function is viewed as being the
responsibility of one vice president and a central staff. The other vice presidents
are not given any planning responsibilities.

In Figure 10, the planning responsibility is dispersed and duplicated
among a number of administrators with no central control.

As previously stated, planning is a responsibility of every administrator.
However, in order to provide a positive direction for the university, some
central control must be exerted because of diverse opinions. Thus, it appears
that the "best" form of organizing for the planning function is to combine
features of centralization and decentralization. The problem is to determine
the degree of centralization or decentralization.

The determination of a centralized planning organization as well as the
centralized allocation of resources poses many questions. Are they one and
the same? Does the centralized planning staff develop all goals and objectives
themselves? Draft all of the plans? to they actually allocate all resources?
On the other hand, does the central planning staff coordinate the process?
Do they assist the process by providing data, cost studies, projections, etc.?
Design and operate the process? Handle involvement questions?

To assist in answering the questions of how much centralization or
decentralization is desirable at individual institutions the following guidelines
should be helpful.

1. There should be someone charged with the responsibility for de
signing, implementing, and evaluating the planning process.

2. The same person therefore must be also recognized as responsible
for the resource allocation process (budgeting) because that is an
integral part of the planning process.

3. Responsibility for process, though obviously important and necessary,
does not necessarily imply responsibility for creating plans, or allo-
cating resources, or any other operational decisions..

4. The person so designated in 1 and 2 above must be sure that, among
other things, clear responsibility must be delineated and understood
for such items as

a. enrollment projections
b. cost studies and data
c. forms and format design
d. systems and data processing support to the process
e. income and expense projections
f. process deadlines
g. involvement methodology
h. etc.

5. The issue of centrality versus decentrality reaches its impasse when
considering point 4 above. All or some of the offices providing those
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functions could be organizationally placed under the individual, or he
could merely make sure that wherever located, they understand their
responsibilities.

6. If a decentralized mode is chosen, the person responsible under 1
and 2 above must be a very top level administrator so that he can
impact the other offices. Thus, he must be Executive V.P., V.P. for
Academic Affairs, V.P. for Business, President, etc. If a centralized
mode is chosen and all the planning support functions are under his
direction, he could be as above, or in some slightly less powerful
position. Regardless of which mode, the designation obviously de-
pends a great deal upon the modus operandi of the president and his
chief aides, as well as the power structure therein contained.

This problem of centralization vs. decentralization must ultimately be
solved at the individual institutions. It should be helpful, however, to consider
some of the advantages of centralization and decentralization.

Advantages of centralization planning organization:

1. Visibility, power, and prestige are provided to the chief planning
officers.

2. Uniformity of planning policies, practices, and decisions are fostered.
3. Full utilization of the main planning department specialist is pro-

moted, due in large part to their proximity to the top management
level.

4. Highly qualified planning specialists can be utilized because the
scope and volume of their work are sufficient to . :ipport and to
challenge top-notch planners.

5. Duplication of planning functions is maintained at a minimum.
6. The danger of planning actions drifting and getting off course is

minimized.
7. Elaborate and extensive controlling procedures and practices are

not required.
8. Planning responsibilities are easily defined.
9. There is an aura of efficiency associated with a centralized operation.

10. A strong coordinated top-managemcnt planning team is developed.

Advantages of a decentralization planning organization.

1. A decentralized planning organization structure stresses delegation
of authority and relieves the top administrators load.

2. The development of "generalists" rather than specialists is encour-
aged thereby facilitating succession into positions of higher man-
agement.

3. Intimate personal ties and relationships are promoted resulting in
greater employee enthusiasm and coordination.



4. Plans can be tried out on an experimental basis in one area of the
university, modified, and proven before being applied to the entire
university.

5. There is stimulation of independent thinking, creativity and promotes
the freedom to make decisions.

6. The planning process can be accelerated less "red tape!"

After consideration of the advantages, a centralized or decentralized
planning organization (office) and a critique of internal and external factors,
the president should be in a position to set the stage for an appropriate
planning organization (office). The president's decision as to the scope and
role of planning will determine how planning is to occur in departments, branch
campuses, and throughout the institution. Although, it is not the purpose of
this manual to tell the president precisely how to organize his planning
organization (office), the following recommendation is offered. The president
should assign a vice president (for example, academic, financial or planning)
to coordinate and/or direct the planning of the university. In some institutions
the president himself may want to accept this responsibility. A central planning
budget should be allocated with appropriate planning personnel and support.
Other key administrators, for example, other vice presidents and college deans
should be assigned appropriate planning responsibility. After the foregoing
responsibilities are assigned, a planning organization should be documented,
communicated throughout the university and updated on a regular basis.

One can readily see that the gist of the foregoing recommendation is
that planning function in the State of Ohio should utilize the favorable features
of both centralization and decentralization. In the final analysis the "best"
planning organization is the one that produces workable and effective plans
for a particular educational institution.

In conclusion, it is recommended that the university presidents document
that their institutions do in fact have a well organized planning operation or
if not that they take vigorous action to remedy this deficiency.

PARTICIPATION IN PLANNING

If planning is to succeed, there must be participation and a commitment
to the process. In many cases, participation and commitment go hand-in-hand.

As previously stated, before meaningful planning can begin there must
he enthusiasm and a commitment of the president and other top administrators.

The MIP Inventory of Current Planning Practices reveals that almost all
of the state universities make use of a wide range of committees and encourage
a great deal of involvement in the planning process.

Because of a number of factors, including a wide range of committees,
it is almost impossible to specify who should be involved in every planning
effort. Rather, each university must decide the question of involvement on an
individual basis. It is recommended, however, that the determination of involve-
ment should be made on a systematic basis for every plan developed.

Figure 11 might be used as a guideline in determining the question of
involvement.
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Figure 11 can be useful as a guideline to determine the extent of partici-
r ation. However, the political power bases of individuals and organizations
should also be recognized and evaluated. This subject is too complicated to
be dealt with fully in this manual, nor is it appropriate. However, it should be
recognized that on every campus and indeed within every organization, there
is a power base. That is, there are individuals who must approve of something
before it can be adopted and implemented. For example, it would be doubtful
that an institution could successfully develop an academic plan without in-
volving the faculty senate or similar body. Another example would be that an
institution could not approve a new Ph.D. program without the approval of
the Ohio Board of Regents.

Whatever and whoever the power bases, special efforts should be exerted
to inform and involve these groups. One should be careful, however, in over-
looking what might not appear to be a power base, e.g., students.

The issue of participation is the concluding issue of factors involved in
organizing the planning function. It is by no means implied that the factors
we have discussed in the chapter are all inclusive. However, it is believed that
the issues discussed and the recommendation made will provide a focal point
for the president to formally organize or improve the planning function at his
institution.
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Information
Data Base

4. Prerequisites for
Successful Planning

Successful planning doesn't just happen, it must be planned. As previ-
ously stated, the single most important aspect of successful planning is to
have the commitment and enthusiasm of the president and the top adminis-
trators. If a commitment exists, the university president wit: ascertain that
there is s well-defined planning process (See Chapter Two) at his institution.
To complement and implement the planning process, there must also be a
well-defined planning organization (See Chapter Three). In addition to the
planning process and the planning organization, there are a number of other
prerequisites for successful planning. Some of these are: an information data
base, planning and resource allocation aids and techniques, cooperative
planning with other institutions and utilizing outside experts where needed.

An information data base is a collection of discrete items of information,
called data elements, which describe specific systems; e.g., the data elements
which describe students, faculty, etc. In this planning manual, we are specifi-
cally concerned with the data elements of the Comprehensive-Institutional Plan
and its major subcomponents, the Foundation Plan, the Educational Plan, the
Physical Development Plan, and the Financial Plan.

The desirable data for the data base will depend on several factors. They
are: (1) What types of data are desirable or required for a certain type of plan?
(See Chapter Five The Major Components of Plans). (2) What types of data
from this plan will be required by outside agencies? For example, accreditation
agencies, federal agencies, otate government, national organizations such as
WICHE, consortia groups and other sister institutions, state auditors office,
OBR, etc. (3) What types of data from this plan will be required for other plans,
e.g., enrollment data is required for almost every plan.

In order to obtain a good idea of data base requirements, it might be
desirable to develop a matrix similar to Figure 12.
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Figure 12

MATRIX TO DETERMINE DATA BASE REQUIREMENTS

Name of Plan Educational Plan

Specify all the
data elements

you can think of

Give a
weighted
evaluation

of its
importance*

Specify the
reports that

presently use
this data

Specify the
reports that
could use
these data

Could the
data element
be eliminated
from this plan

Total no. of Depts.
Total no. of Programs

by Level
Total no. of Majors
Total no. of Courses
Total no. of Sections
Total Enrollment

(head count)
FTE Enrollment
Average Class Site

by Program Level
Total Faculty

(head cot it)
Total Faculty FTE
Student/Faculty Ratio
Faculty Load (Total

credit hours taught)
Faculty Load (Average

hours taught)
Faculty Load (Total

contact hours)
Faculty Load (Average

contact hours)
Total credit hours

offered
No. of Student Dropouts
No. of Student transfers
No. of degrees earned
No. of graduates

attaining jobs
No. of graduates going

on for advance
degrees

No. of graduates going
in public services,
e.g., Peace Corps,
Vista, etc.

No. of graduates not
acccunted for

No. of graduates from
out of state

No. of graduates from
out of state who
stayed in Ohio
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Specify all the
data elements

you can think of

Give a
weighted
evaluation

of its
importance*

Specify the
reports that

presently use
this data

Specify the
reports that
could use
these data

Could the
data element
be eliminated
from this plan

No. of graduates from
Ohio

No. of Ohio graduates
who stayed in Ohio

Average income generated
by each student grad-
uating by Program

Average expenditures for
each student graduating
by Program

Faculty Salaries
Average FTE salaries
Faculty Benefits
Average FTE benefits

*1 very important
2 important
3 some importance
4 Little or no

importance

It is obvious that the foregoing example in Figure 12 only touch upon the
possible types and extent of data that are required or desirable for the
planning process. It should also be obvious that the determination of an
adequate data base is a mammoth task. Because in addition to the data
requirement for various types of plans. there are data requirements for such
functions as: Enrollment, personnel, space, finance, admissions and regis-
tration, etc.

One word of warning in developing a data base is that too much faulty
data is more of a handicap to good planning than too little data. To assist in
the task of evaluating a data base, the following criteria are suggested.

1. Is there a need for the data base? How much of a need? Who uses
the data? Can the need be provided for with other data?

2. Is the data base completed? Are data available to support the
auditing, control and decisionmaking functions?

3. Is the data base flexible? Can data elements be easily added or
purged from the files?

4. Is the data base accurate? Are the data in the files edited and verified
on a regular basis to assure accuracy?

5. Is the data base timely? Are procedures for maintaining the data
bases adequate to assure the user that data are current?

6. Is the data base accessible? Can information be easily extracted from
the data bases when it is needed?
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7. Is the data base compatible? Can data elements from different bases
(files) be pulled together for reporting purposes. Is there an interface
or linkage between all files composing the data bases?

8. What is the cost of the data base? Are the benefits of maintaining
the data base in line with cost?

Because of the complexities of developing and maintaining a data base,
it is absolutely essential that some systematic means be utilized for this
important function. The suggested format in Figure 13 can be useful to
planners particularly on a small campus or in the early stages of developing
a data base. A data base may be manually prepared, computer generated, or
a combination of both methods. However, long-range requirements will gen-
erally mandate the requirement of computer services, and systems specialist.
The subject of data bases will be discussed in greater detail in the MIP Com-
puter Services Manual.

As a follow-up to the MIP Planning Manual, it is recommended that the
OBR organize a special task force to work with the state institutions in the
establishment, up-grading and maintenance of a comprehensive Management
Information System (MIS) data base. The OBR has started the development of
a Central Data Base in its Uniform Information System. However, it is ques-
tionable as to how much the data are being used at individual institutions for
planning purposes. Therefore, the Uniform Information System should be
examined along with other information systems, such as that developed by
WICHE to determine how data could be better utilized in a Management In-
formation System for individual institutions and the state as a whole.

Educational administrators have at their disposal a wide array of tradi-
tional tools and techniques for planning. Knowledge about planning tools and
techniques is also increasing at a fast pace. Figure 13 presents a typology of
tools and techniques that may be used in the planning process.

The first main category groups in Figure 13 are non-quantitative or sub-
jective planning tools which are based on value judgment, experience and
intuition. The operational descriptions of these tools lies in the realm of the
behavioral science, they rely on individual or collective judgment.

The second category outlines some of the more conventional general
systems methods and accounting techniques.

The third category includes methods of presenting analytical data in
graphic form. The communication value of these visual tools cannot be over-
emphasized. A well-designed flow chart or a Critical Path Method (CPM) net-
work can help administrators identify bottlenecks, dramatize the importance
of making a decision about scheduling and identify the levels of administrative
decisions involved.

The fourth category groups quantitative techniques based upon mathe-
matical and statistical methods. Old techniques may be more appropriate for
the management of smaller institutions, whose personnel may be more familiar
with conventional methods of analysis. Newer mathematical techniques can
be expensive and time-consuming, thus more suitable for complex, large
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Figure 13

TOOLS USED IN THE PLANNING PROCESS

I. Nonquantitative
(Subjective judgment)
A. Creative mental processes

(hunches, creativity experience, judgment, intuition, brain storming)
B. Finding the Critical Factor(s)

1. Simple decision chains and tables
2. Asking the right questions
3. Past experiences and knowledge

C. Organization per se (planning, organizing, and budget system)
D. Rules of thumb
E. Simple problem-solving steps
F. Policies and procedures
G. General knowledge in the field

II. General Systems Methods
A. Problem design
B. Nonquantitative simulation model building

1. Logical-analytical frameworks
2. Adaptive search
3. Work flows

C. Accounting Systems and Models
1. Responsibility accounting system
2. Balance sheet and income statement, balance of funds
3. Cash-flow analysis
4. Accounting and budget ratio analysis
5. Break-even analysis

D. Design of Information Systems
1. Management Information Systems (MIS)
2. Ohio Board of Regents Uniform Information System

III. Conventional Scheduling Models
A. Timetables
B. Manning tables
C. Gantt (Bar) chart
D. Milestone charts
E. Critical Path Method (CPM)
F. Line of balance charts

IV. Quantitative
(Mathematical-statistical)
A. Older quantitative methods

1. Quantitative forecasting
a. trend extrapolation
b. exponential smoothing
c. correlation analysis

B. Newer Mathematical Techniques
1. Probability theory
2. Computer simulation
3. Linear programming
4. Network analysis (Pertitime and Pert Cost)
5. Heuristic problem solving
6. Game theory
7. Cost-benefit analysis
8. Decision trees
9. Utility profiles

10. Statistical probabilities
D. Complex methods combining several tools

1. Delphi Technique
2. Systems Analysis
3. CAMPUS
4. Resource Requirements Prediction Model (RRPM)
5. Student Flow Model (SFM)
6. PPBS
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institutions. However, some planners may tend to oversell the potential of
sophisticated techniques as planning tools. Simulation models or game theory
should be used only when the necessary preconditions for planning exist and
then with extreme caution, otherwise, they can prove expensive, time-con-
suming, frustrating and often useless. Therefore, there are times when limitad
planning which relies on the older, more easily understood methods and sub-
jective judgment may be more beneficial.

Inter- It is recommended that the universities form a presidential task force
Institutional which will deal with specific inter-institutional planning areas that will increase

Pianning the efficiency and effectiveness of overall management. For example a state-
wide plan to share computer facilities, a plan to deal with faculty negotiations,
share faculty members, etc.

Consultants It is highly recommended that universities supplement their planning
process with the use of qualified consultants. A wide source of component
educational consultants are available from the Ohio Board of Regents, sister
institutions, national agencies and associations, industry, state and federal
goveriment, and private consultants. It is important to note that consultants
should not be hired to take over a planning function, but rather to supplement
the planning process with their knowledge and expertise.



5. Plans Products of the
Planning Process

This manual is concerned chiefly with the process of planning at uni-
versities. The results of such processes include specific plans, some of which
are addressed in this chapter. They are all combined under the heading The
Comprehensive institutional Plan. General descriptions of the kinds of informa-
tion contained in these plans, as well as listings of the kinds of data pertinent
to the problem of developing specific ones, are also included. At least two
other specific kinds of plans which directly affect schools result from planning
processes. The Ohio Board of Regents Master Plan and inter-institutional
cooperation plans are produced in the State of Ohio. Such plans not only
result from the process; they also directly influence the Comprehensive Institu-
tional Plan described in the following pages.

The Comprehensive Institutional Plan is outlined below.

A. Foundation Plan
1. Institutional role and mission statement
2. Institutional goals and uLjet.iiveS
3. Institution.with.: enrollment projection by type and lAvrq of

student
4. Faculty and staff needs projections by personnel category
5. Management Information System
6. Organizational Structure

B. Educational Plan
1. Academic and related

a. Departmental instruction including instructional services
b. Research

(1) Departmental
(2) Sponsored

c. Public Service (including continuing education)
d. Library services

2. Supporting Services
a. Student Financial Aids
b. Auxiliary Services
c. Student Services
d. General Administration

C. Physical Development Plan
1. Development concepts and planning parameters
2. Land use component
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PLANS PRODUCTS OF THE PLANNING PROCESS

3. Building component
4. Development capital

D. Financial Plan
1. Operating Budget Component

a. Personnel
b. Expendable equipment
c. Material and operations

2. Capital Budget Component

3. Facilities

b. Capital equipment

(Income and Expenditures)

short-range
medium-range
long-range

short-range
medium-range
long-range

DEFINITIONS OF PLANS AND THEIR SUBCOMPONENTS

The Comprehensive-Institutional Plan encompasses the entire institution
and has four major components: The Foundation Plan, the Educational Plan,
the Physical Development Plan, and the Financial Plan.

The Foundation Plan, as one of the four major components of the Compre-
hensive-Institutional Plan, refers to those items which form the foundation
or basis for the remaining three major segments of the Comprehensive-
Institutional Plan. Included specifically are the Role and Mission component,
Institution-wide Goals and Objectives, Enrollment Plan and the Faculty and
Staff Plan. Also included, because of its fundamental role and importance in
support of the total, is the Management Information System Plan and an
Organizational Plan.

The Educational Plan contains in a detailed manner plans which encom-
pass the following aspects of the institution: instruction, research, public f.f:r
vice, financial aid, auxiliary services, library services, plant operation and
maintenance, and general administration services. It should be related to the
program classification structure. This plan is one of the four major components
of the Comprehensive-Institutional Plan.

The Physical Development Plan is one of four major components of the
Comprehensive-Institutional Plan. It consists of development concepts and
planning parameters, a land use component, a building component and a
development capital component.

The Financial Plan is one of four major components of the Comprehensive-
Institutional Plan. It consists of the Operating Budget component and the
Capital Budget component, which are considered from both short and long-
range aspects.

Subcomponent FOUNDATION PLAN
of Plans The Role and Mission Plan is a statement in broad terms of the purposes

of the institution. It describes its control, sources of support and history.
Purposes usually include references to instructional, research and public
service programs. The plan may indicate the role of the institution in the
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state plan, as well as its relation to other educational institutions in its
geographical area. (Secondary, two-year colleges, senior institutions, public
and private schools). It may indicate enrollment goals expressed in terms of
number of students and/or fraction of the area population.

The Institution-wide Goals and Objectives portion of the Foundation Plan

stems immediately from the Role and Mission Plan. Usually addressed are
relationships between degree levels and disciplines, research emphasis by

type and discipline, and public service emphasis by discipline. It may con-
sider support levels, income/expense targets and gross enrollment targets.
It should address the quality, as well as quantity, of its major programs.

The Faculty and Staff Projections portion of the foundation plan sets goals

and objectives for faculty and staff members on an institution-wide basis. It
addresses the quality of its faculty and staff as well. It may. set forth compen-
sation levels, including salaries and all fringe benefits. It addresses the relative
numbers of faculty and professional staff by rank and tenure. And it addresses

work-load standards.
The Management Information System portion of the Foundation Plan

addresses the data needed to support an ongoing, viable planning process.
It sets goals and objectives for data acquisition, interrelationships and responsi-

bility.
The Organizational Component of the Foundation Plan includes the identi-

fication and grouping of various activities deemed necessary for the attainment
of goals and objectives; the assignment to individuals of responsibilities for
the conduct of these activities; and the definition of the relative authority
delegated each individual who is charged with the performance of each
activity.

EDUCATIONAL PLAN

The Instructional Program portion indicates all degree and continuing
education programs offered or planned by the institution and identified by
program management level. It describes the programs in the broad categories
of general studies, technical, baccalaureate, masters, doctoral, medical and
graduate professional. For each program there are goals and objectives with
a definite curriculum or set of requirements which fulfills and accomplishes
the desired objectives. This portion of the Educational Plan also contains a
plan of action for programs which are to be eliminated or phased out. It
includes for each program its location and management in the insiiiution and

an indication of future implementation dates if such a program does not
currently exist. The technology of instruction is also described.

Also addressed are instructional support categories such as media cen-
ters, Computer Assisted Instruction (CAI) and clinical support facilities.

The Research Program portion of the Educational Plan states research
goals and objectives, classified by discipline and organization, and describes
the research programs and activities. It relates these programs to the instruc
tional programs when applicable. Addressed also are support !ovals by source.
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The Public Service Program portion of the Educational Plan states public
service goals and objectives, classified by discipline and organization, and
describes the public service programs and activities. It relates these programs
and activities to the instructional programs when applicable. Topics often
addressed are adult and continuing education, workshops and seminars, and
preparatory and developmental instruction. Specific population groups are
often addressed, such as public employees, nonhigh school graduates, senior
citizens, etc.

The Library Services Program portion of the Educational Plan details the
goals and objectives set forth for library support of instructional, research, and
public service programs. Considered are such items as level of support, quality
and quantity of the collections, and the qualification of the professional library
staff.

The Financial Aids Program of the Educational Plan determine the finan-
cial needs of students and outlines the financial aid goals and objectives. The
Financial Aids Plan describes the categories of financial assistance to be
provided students (scholarships, grants, work/study), the amount and source
of financial support, and the total number and kinds of students to be assisted
in the various categories. The Financial Aids Plan is an integral component of
the Educational Plan.

The Auxiliary Services Program portion is an outline of auxiliary service
goals and objectives and a description of such services now provided and
planned. These normally include food and concessions, bookstores and
residence halls.

The Student Services portion of the Educational Plan details the goals
and objectives set for those programs which are designed to provide non-
instructional services to students. Such areas as student personnel affairs,
orientation, counseling and testing, student government. VA benefits, etc. are
usually included.

The General Administration Services segment of the Educational Plan
addresses those services and functions normally described as general expense
and general (or central) administration. As in other segments of the Educa-
tional Plan, goals and objectives are stated which, in particular, deal with the
level, scope and quality of services provided to the campus community.

FINANCIAL PLAN

The Operating Budget Component of the Financial Plan details how income
and expenses will be acquired and utilized to support the Educational Plan.
It should cover at least a three biennium period, starting with the current
biennium. The first or current year is very detailed. The amount of detail
decreases in the latter years of the plan.

The Capital Budget Component of the Financial Plan details how income
and expenses will be acquired and utilized to support the Physical Develop.
ment Plan. It, too, covers a three biennium period.
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PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN

The Development Concepts and Planning Parameters Component of the
Physical Development Plan explains the underlying bases of physical plans.
Development concepts considered are environmental-physical features, quality,
natural versus man-made; aesthetic campus motif and development theme;
and functional-activity areas, relationships and centroid. Planning parameters
include design standards such as scale, materials, styles and color; density
measures like GAC and FAR; and time and distance standards.

The Land Use Component of the Physical Development Plan describes
building locations, open spaces, circulation and parking.

The Building Component of the Physical Development Plan describes in
detai! plans pertaining to specific buildings. It addresses such plans from the
standpoints of preservation/renovation, modification, demolition and new con-
struction.

The Development Capital Component of the Physical Development Plan
is closely related to the Capital Budget Component of the Financial Plan.
Covered are the sources of funds, applications and time schedules.

TYPES OF INFORMATION PERTINENT TO THE PROBLEM OF DEVELOPING
THE FOUNDATION PLAN

1. Societal goals and objectives; historical, current, and desired levels
of attainment
a. Years of schooling, by race and sex
b. Literacy levels
c. Per capita personal income
d. Employment rates
e. Cost of living indices
f. Proportion of population segments using different services
g. Manpower demand indices by discipline
h. Postsecondary education attendance patterns by age, sex, race,

etc.
i. Population census data

2. Impact of existing education programs relative to objectives, current
and historical
a. Strengths and weaknesses of particular programs and kinds of

institution
(1) Dispersion of benefits

(a) Geographic
(b) To socioeconomic groups and subpopulations
(c) To cultural groups

(2) Cost effectiveness
(3) Duplication and overlap

b. Impact on other programs and activities of the state and local
community
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3. Institutional aspirations
a. Academic plans
b. Priorities

4. Legal constraints and constitutional requirements
5. Relation of instructional programs to societal needs for educated

and trained citizens
6. Relation of programs to secondary and elementary education
7. Student demand for programs (historical, current and projected)

a. Applicants and matriculants
b. Student expectations
c. Reactions to existing programs

8. Programatic and departmental interactions
a. Service relationships (i.e., extent to which departments draw on

each other induced course load matrix)
b. Interdisciplinary programs and joint appointments

9. Community, state, federal government and agency interests and
expectations relating to higher education

10. History and traditions of the University
11. Impact of research, public service and instruction on one another

a. Costs
(1) Sharing of faculty joint appointments
(2) Overhead

b. Program offerings
(1) Positive or negative effects due to joint appointments
(2) Special research and public service "course" offerings

seminars, etc.
(3) Joint products from mutually supportive projects

12. Faculty and staff needs and desires
a. Need to establish and maintain leadership or expertise in field

of study
(1) Requirements for publishing research results
(2) Requirements for publishing or exhibiting scholarly or

artistic work
(3) Requirements for developing and applying innovative pro-

grams and processes in public service programs
(4) Requirements for classroom instruction

b. Personal and group preferences
13. Constraints

a. Limitations of physical facilities need for sharing
b. Contract specifications

14. Capacity of Institution to accommodate students
a. Current patterns of utilization of facilities and staff

(1) Excess or shortage of facilities
(2) Alternative use patterns (night, weekend, reorganization of

academic periods, etc.)
b. Resources available for students

(1) Land
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(2) Facilities and equipment
(3) Faculty and staff

c. Time factorsstart up lead times and slow down waiting periods
d. Scale factors

(1) Impact of size on quality of instruction
(2) Impact on studentfaculty contact

15. Capacity of surrounding community to accommodate students
16. Impact of financial charges and financial aids to students
17. Faculty measures

a. Teaching effectiveness
b. Research capability
c. Salary and compensation levels
d. Workload measures

Organizational structure
A. Goverance

1. Organization charts
2. General government of the university

a. Board of Trustees
b. Chief administrative officers

B. Organization of the Academic Staff
1. Colleges, schools, division, departments, etc.
2. Executive officers of the academic staff

C. Organization of the Non-academic Staff
1. Divisions, depts, etc.
2. Executive officers of the non-academic staff

D. Consulting and deliberating bodies of the university
a. Faculty Senate
b. Other councils and committees, e.g., budget ad-

visory committees, space utilization committees,
graduate council, administrative council, etc.

TYPES OF INFORMATION PERTINENT TO THE PROBLEM OF DEVELOPING
THE EDUCATIONAL PLAN

1. Description of the programs
a. General

(1) Size enrollments and number of degrees planned
(a) Maximum feasible
(b) Minimum feasible

(2) Features not provided by other programs
(3) Start up and shut down times

b. Costs
(1) Resources required, total and from particular fundors

faculty, staff, facilities, instructional aides, etc.
(2) Cost of the resources total and per outcome indicators
(3) Scale economics cost differentials related to size of

program
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(4) Start up and shut down costs
c. Outcomes and impacts

(1) Student growth and development
(a) Knowledge and skills development
(b) Social development
(c) Personal development
(d) Career development

(2) Development of new knowledge and art forms
(a) Discovery
(b) Interpretation and application
(c) Reorganization

(3) Community development and service
(a) Community development
(b) Community service
(c) Longer term community effects

(4) Relation to state/regional goals and objectives
d. Links with other programs service relations
e. Quality of program

2. Relation of programs to society
a. Student demand for program

(1) Current and historical enrollments and numbers of stu-
dents refused admission

(2) Estimated future demands
(3) Alternative programs in which those not accepted might

enroll
b. Labor market prospects state and national

(1) Current and future supply of manpower
(a) Carryover from prior years death and other attri-

tion are key factors
(2) Current and future demand for manpower

(a) Existing industries and organizations
(b) New technologies

(3) Migration patterns interstate and intrastate
(4) Job market prospects

(a) Unemployment rates
(b) Starting salaries

(5) Plans of other programs and institutions
c. General public support

3. Institutional role and mission
a. Legal requirements
b. Academic master plans and institutional aspirations and pri-

orities

4. Alternatives costs, advantages and disadvantages
a. Alternative programs
b. New delivery systems and technologies
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5. Possible constraints
a. Total resources available
b. Faculty and staff4tommitments including tenure
c. Short supply of needed faculty and staff
d. Facilities and equipment, etc.
e. Construction lead times and delays
f. Prior projections
g. Need to move slowly enough to maintain support of faculty

and staff

6. Developmental instruction parameters
a. Number and kind of students involved
b. Resources required faculty, staff, equipment, counselors, fi-

nancial aids, etc.
c. Relationship to other programs
d. Sources of support government, foundations, donors, etc.

7. Additional parameters especially useful to Financial Aids Program
a. Types and kinds of financial aides
b. Relationship to programs
c. Sources of support
d. Organization for handling
e. Student employment
f. Attendance expenses

8. Additional parameters especially useful to Auxiliary Services Pro-
gram

a. Range of auxiliaries bookstore, food, housing, etc.
b. Number and kind of students affected
c. Income/expense levels
d. Policies
e. Relationship to instructional programs

9. Additional parameters especially useful to Library Services Pro-
gram
a. Scope of collections and services
b. Standards
c. Organization
d. Relationship to instructional and research program
e. Space

10. Additional parameters especially useful to Student Services, Plant
Operation and Maintenance Services, and General Administration
Services program plan
a. Scope of services
b. Philosophy of services
c. Standards
d. Expense data
e. Relationship to instructional, research and public service pro-

grams
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TYPES OF INFORMATION PERTINENT TO THE PROBLEM OF DEVELOPING
THE PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN

1. Land Inventory
a. Topo maps
b. Land-use maps
c. Land ownership and value data
d. Development density data
e. Physical features descriptions
f. Utility lines (route maps and capacities)
g. Development restriction (zoning, public easements, etc.)

2. Facilities Inventory
a. Building data
b. Room data
c. Street and road conditions data
d. Parking inventory (counts by sub-area)
e. Open space inventory (acreage by use)

3. Land Use Needs
a. Building sites
b. Academic program open space (e.g., research plots, cropland,

outdoor assembly area)
c. Environmental open space (e.g., natural areas, lawn areas)
d. Recreational open space (PE, Intramural areas, athletics)
e. Service open space (landfill, motor pool, service courts)
f. Circulation road, streets, pedestrian/bike paths, pedestrian

plazas)
g. Parking (surface, structure, below grade)

4. Facility Needs
a. Parking needs by sub-area
b. Circulation needs by mileage, type, interface with urban streets,

etc.
c. Open space development projects by type, description (courts,

fields, etc.)

1) academic
2) student services
3) plant services
4) recreational
5) residential
6) food service
7) utilities
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Appendix 1

GUIDELINES FOR DEVELOP!NG GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

STAGE I GOAL AND OBJECTIVES ANALYSIS

Many of the basic ideas for Stage I came trom two books by Robert F. Mager,
Goal Analysis and Preparing, and Instructional Objectives. It is important to
note that the style of writing is from an individual's viewpoint. However, the
proposed principles of writing goals and objectives apply equally to any
organization.

STEP 1 Write down what you think or feel are goals and objectives. What is it that my
organization unit wants to do or happen? Why does it exist? Write down as many
statements as you can think of. Because this is a first step, use whatever words
are comfortable, regardless of how fuzzy or vague they may be. At this stage,
don't be concerned if each statement is a goal or objective.
Thus, the first thing in goal and objectives analysis is simply to initiate a brain-
storming exercise.

STEP 2 Write down the indices of performance that would cause you to agree the goal or
objective has been achieved without regard for duplication or fuzziness. Keep
in mina that this is still a scra ch paper exercise. There are three strategies
that may help you complete this step of describing the achievement of the goal
or objective.

1. Answer the question, "What will I accept as evidence my goal or objective
has been achieved?"

2. Answer the question, "Given a set of 'outcomes', what is the basis on which
we would separate them into two groups; those outcomes which had
achieved our goals and those which had not?" Yes or no situations.

3. How would someone outside our organization know if we have attained our
goals and objectives? What clues would they look for?

Again. Step 2 is for getting things down in writinga brainstorming exercise.

STEP 3 Step 3 is a sorting out stage. Sort the things you have listed in Step 2, looking
for abstract statements and duplications. Once a goal or objective has been
written and a list has been drafted of the things you think would cause you to
agree the goal or objective has been achieved, the list is sorted out and separated
into goals and objectives. Remember, goals are long-range and objectives are
short-range. Write your goals on one sheet of paper and your objectives on another.
Duplications are deleted, as are the items that, on second thought, are unwanted.
Abstractions are made precise and performances are indicated. Each individual
goal and objective is then written on a separate piece of paper. The process is
repeated until every item appears to be a goal statement, an objective statement.
or neither.

STEP 4 Step 4 is refining the criteria or level of performance that would cause you to
say that your objectives have been achieved and progress is being made toward
attaining your goals. Write a complete statement for each goal and objective
which describes the precise nature, quality, or amount of performance you will
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consider acceptable when evaluating the success of your stated goals and objec-
tives. Identify the time frame. Make coherent atements to describe what you
intend for each of the performancs on your For example, you must define
precisely what you mean by terms used in goal and objective statements.
For example, terms such as regular, testing, understand, etc. must be precisely
defined. Remember, your statements must describe the outcomes you must
achieve to be willing to say your goal or objective is satisfied. This step will
facilitate your testing of the indices of performances to see if they truly reflect
what you mean by the goal or objective and thus assist you in communicating
your thought.

STEP 5 Test each appropriate statement in order to determine if it is a goal, an objective,
or neither. See Figure 1.1

A. Apply the criteria for the determination of goals to each statement that
appears to be a goal. A "no" answer disqualifies the statement as a goal.

GOAL CRITERIA

Figure 1.1

S TATEMENT STATEMENT OTHER
A

Is expected outcome in agreement
with the institution's philosophy?

Is the outcome compatible with the
aims and missions of the institution?

Can objectives be established for the
statement?

IDoes the action appear to be feasible?

Can the expected results of the action
be identified?

Is the time frame long-term?

YES_ NO_ YES_ NO_ YES_ NO_.

YES_ NO_ YES_ NO_ YES_ NO..

YES._ NO_ YES_ NO_ YES_ NO

YES_ NO_ YES_ NO_ YES_ NO._

YES_ NO_ YES_ NO_ YES_ NO_

YES_ NO... YES_ NO_ YES._ NO

Thus each goal statement will reflect a 300% "yes" response for all the
criterial questions.

B. After tentative goals have been identified,, apply each statement that
appears to be an objective to the objective criteria, see Figure 12. A "no"
answer disqualifies the statement as an objective. Thus each objective
statement will reflect a 100% "yes" response for all the criteria questions.

STEP 6 Rewrite a list of goals and objectiveseach on a separate page. Look at your
wording, qualify and explain specifically what you mean. The qualification for
your goal statement will, by nature, not be as precise as your objective statements.
Your goal statement will probably in many cases be qualified by a narrative
response. However, the qualification for the objective statements must be precise.
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For example, identify the specific method of measurement, establish the criteria,
specify the time period, etc.

Figure 1.2.

OBJECTIVE CRITERIA

Does the statement relate to a goal?

Is the end result measurable or
observable?

Can a specific traget group be

identified?

Can the method of measurement be
specified?

Can the criteria for evaluation be
identified?

Can the testing conditions be

identified?

Can a short time period for achieve-
ment be specified?

NS

'STATEMENT STATEMENT OTHER
A B

YES_ NO_ YES_ NO_, Y NO_

YES_ NO_ YES_ NO_ YES_ NO___

YES_ NO_ YES_. NO_ YES_ NO_

YES_ NO_ YES. N.._ YES_ NO_

YES_ NO..._. YES_ NO_ YES_ NO

YES_ NO_ YES_ NO_ YES_ NO_

STEP 7 Test each goal and objective Kith the following question. If someone achieved or
or demonstrated the specified indices of performances for each goal or objective,
would we be willing to say that he has achieved the goal or objectives? When
you can answer "yes" to each statement, this stage of goal and objective analysis
is completed.

STAGE II INCUBATION AND REVIEW METHOD

STEP 1 Set aside what you have done in Stage 1 for a few days.

STEP 2 Review what you have done. Delete duplications and unwanted items, add others
alid finally retest each goal and objective. Redraft your list.

STEP 3 Review what you have done with your associites. Can you communicate your
goal and objective to them? If not, revise. When this draft is completed, you
are ready for Stage III.
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STAGE 111 THE CONTRACT STAGE

STEP 1 Sit down with your department or division head and agree in writing what your
goals and objectives will be and what measure of performance will be acceptable
as to whether you attain your goals and objectives. Where necessary, revise.

STEP 2 Review the progress of goals and objectives with your department or division head
on a regular basis throughout the budget year.

STEP 3 Have a formal review period with your department or division head at the end
of the goals and objectives time frame. Did you or did you not attain your
objectives and make progress toward your goals? Explain in writing.

STEP 4 Start with Stage I for the next budget period.

When foregoing Stages (I, II, and Ill) are completed, a budgetary unit should have a
workable list of goals and objectives that can be used for evaluation purposes in a
program budgeting process.
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Appendix 2

THE UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA PROGRAM STRUCTURE

1.0 Direct Student Related Programs
1.1 Core
1.2 Undergraduate
1.3 Professional
1.4 Graduate

2.0 Environmentally Related Programs
2.1 Continuing Educations
2.2 Research
2.3 Service
2.4 Preservation of Culture

3.0 Inwardly Directed Programs
3.1 General Administration
32 Business Enterprises
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Appendix 3

THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY PROGRAM STRUCTURE

1.0 Primary Academic Program

(1) 1.10 Instruction
1.11 Organized Teaching of Degree Credit Courses in Academic Departments
1.12 Advising and Counseling in Academic Departments at Various Levels

1.121 Major Program Advisors
1.122 Graduate Reading Committees

1.13 Provision of Professional Training Facilities
1.131 Demonstration Schools
1.132 Farms, Dairies, Creameries, Foundaries, Shops
1.133 Theatre Workshops
1.134 Clinics and Counseling Services
1.135 Airport

(2) 1.20 Research, Creative Work and Development
1.21 Research and Creative Projects
1.22 Development

1.221 Non-Project Research
1.222 Professional Development
1.223 Curriculum Development

1.23 Provision of Specialized Facilities for Research and Creative Activities
1.231 Survey Research Center
1.232 Research Farms
1.233 Nuclear Reactors
1.234 Faculty Studios

(3) 1.30 Public Service
1.31 Non-Degree Credit Instructional Programs

1.311 Forms, Workshops, Seminars
1.312 Specialized Training Programs

1.32 Dissemination of Knowledge Through Other Than Organized Teaching
1.321 Agricultural Extension
1.322 Community, T.V., and Radio
1.323 Scholarly Journals and Consulting
1.324 Cultural Activities and Museums

1.33 Regulation and Inspection Services
1.331 Soils and Materials Testing
1.332 Professional Licensing
1.333 Dairy Heard Testing

2.0 Academic Environment Support Programs
(5) 2.10 Student Services

2.11 Health, Care, and Subsistence
2.111 Dorm
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2.112 Food
2.113 Health
2.114 Counse:ing

2.12 Financial Support
2.121 Scholarships
2.122 Loans
2.123 Fee Waivers
2.124 Work Stucy

2.13 Extracurricular Service
2.131 Athletics
2.132 Activities
2.133 Alumni

(4) 2.20 Learning Resources
2.21 Library Services
2.22 Provision of Specialized Learning Facilities for General Use

2.221 Computing Center
2.222 Language Listening Center

2.23 Provision of Specialized Learning Services for General Use
2.231 Telecommunications
2.232 Audio-Visual Aid

3.0 General Support Programs

(6) 3.10 General Support
3.11 General AdministratiJn

3.111 Administrative Units
3.112 Promotion
3.113 General Expenses

3.12 Provision of Support Facilities
3.121 Bookstores
3.122 Laundry
3.123 Data Processing
3.124 General Stores

3.13 Maintenance and Construction of Plant
3.131 Maintenance
3.132 Construction
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WICHE PROGRAM STRUCTURE

The Educational Institution

I. Primary Programs
1.0 Instruction

1.1 Regular Instruction
12 Special Session Instruction
1.3 Extension Instruction (for credit)
1.4 Experimental Instruction

2.0 Organized Research
2.1 Institutes and Research Centers
2.2 Individual or Project Research

3.0 Public Service
3.1 Departmental Continuing Education
32 Organized Extension Continuing Education
3.3 Organized Extension Community Service
3.4 Campus Community Service
3.5 Agriculture Extension Service

II. Support Programs
4.0 Academic Suppnrt

4.1 Libraries
42 Museums & Galleries
4.3 Audio/Visuau Services
4.4 Computing Support
4.5 Auxiliary Support

5.0 Student Service
5.1 Social and Cultural Development
52 Supplementary Educational Service
5.3 Counseling and Career Guidance
5.4 Financial Aid
5.5 Student Support

6.0 Institutional Support
6.1 Executive Management
62 Financial Operations
6.3 General Administrative Service
6.4 Logistical Services
6.5 Physical Plant Operations
6.6 Faculty and Staff Services
6.7 Community Relations

7.0 Independent Operations
7.1 Institutional Operations
72 Outside Agencies
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Appendix 5

Program Classification System Developed By Robert T. Sanding University of Toledo

It is recommended, that program planning at universities be in accordance with
similar Program Classification Structure outlined in Figure 1. In the case of Depart-
mental Instruction and Research programs where it is desirable to classify programs by
discipline, the HEGIS Taxonomy of academic disciplines should be followed. (This taxonomy
is already in use in the system of public higher education in Ohio.) Institutional distinctives
may require modification of the structure in minor details, but the analysis and budgeting
of programs should adhere to the basic outline of the Program Classification Structure.

It should be emphasized that the Program Classification Structure of Figure 2 is an
outline of possible university programs and by no means suggests that each university
should conduct the full range of programs. Nor is any particular scheme of admin!strative
organization necessarly imp:ied by the Program Classification Structure of Figure 2. The
structure should be followed, however, in all reporting of expenditures by program.

Figure 1

PROGRAM CLASSIFICATION CTRUCTURE

I. PRIMARY PROGRAMS

1.0 Departmental Instruction and Research
1.1 General Studies
1.2 Technical Education
1.3 Baccalaureate General
1.4 Baccalaureate Professional
1.5 Master's
1.6 Graduate Professional
1.7 Doctor's
1.8 Medical

2.0 Research
2.1 Individual or Project Researdh
2.2 Research Centers or Institutes

3.0 Public Service
31. Continuing Education (Non-credit, non-degree)
3.2 Medical or Hospital Service
3.3 Agricultural Extension Service
3.4 Public Broadcasting
3.5 Community Service Centers

II. SUPPORT PROGRAMS

4.0 Instructional Support
4.1 Audio/Visual Services for Instruction
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42 Academic Computing Support
4.3 Museums and Galleries for Instructional Support
4.4 Telecommunications for Instructional Support
4.5 Clinical Services for Instructional Support
4.6 Language Laboratories

5.0 Libraries

6.0 Plant Operation and Maintenance
6.1 Custodial Service
62 Security and Protection
6.3 Heating and Utilities Service
6.4 Building Repair and Maintenance
6.5 Equipment Repair and Maintenance
6.6 Grounds Maintenance

7.0 Student Services
7.1 Admissions
7.2 Course Registration and Student Record Keeping
7.3 Placement Service and Career Guidance
7.4 Student Counseling and Guidance

8.0 General Support Services
8.1 Administrative Data Processing
82 Telephone Service
8.3 Mail Service
8.4 Publications and Reproduction Service
8.5 Purchasing and Property Control
8.6 Motor Vehicle Operation
8.7 Space Assignment and Scheduling

9.0 General Administration
9.1 Executive Management
9.2 Financial Operations
9.3 Management Information System
9.4 Facult and Staff Personnel Services
9.5 Public Information and External Relations

10.0 Auxiliary Enterprises
10.1 Student Housing
10.2 Food Service
10.3 Student Health Service
10.4 Student Activities and Recreation
10.5 Student Social Activity and Relations

10.6 Student Cultural Activity
10.7 Intercollegiate Athletics
10.8 Bookstore

11.0 Student Financial Aid
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Glossary

Aims Descriptive statements of what is to be achieved in programs. They are generally broad
statements and not always quantifiable.

Alternatives Presenting a choice of plans.

Auxiliary Services Plan An outline of auxiliary service goals and objectives tnd a description of auxiliary services
now provided and planned.

Auxiliary Services Program

Building Component

Campus Master Plan for
Physical Development

Capital Appropriations and
Expenditures Budget

An outline of auxiliary service goals and objectives and P description of such services
now provided and planned. These normally include food and concessions, bookstores, and
residence halls.

The Physical Development Plan describes in detail plans pertaining to specific buildings.
It addresses such plans from the standpoints of preservation/renovation, modification,
demolition and new construction.

A document that outlines the land and educational facilities necessary for the educational
program. One part of the Campus Master Plao is devoted to overall planning considerations,
such as goals and objectives, land use, location of buildings, circulation patterns of
vehicular traffic, etc. A second part of the document is subdivided by a plan for:

(a) New Land and Buildings
(b) Land-Building Modifications and Renovations

(c) Major Equipment

All the physical needs for the Campus Master Plan are ranked in order of priority with
an appropriate timetable. These priorities and timetables often change because of
fundir g limitations.

A plan iescribing how income and expenses will be acquired and utilized for the Campus
Master Plan. This Capital Budget is generally based on a long-term Campus Master Plan
and is a plan to use Capital funds for top priority projects. The Capital Appropriations
and Expenditures Budget is generally prepared for a two-year period and a six-year period.
Funding from the state is generally known for the two-year capital budget, but not for
the six-year plan. The Current Operating Budget and the Capital Appropriations and
Expenditures Budget should be jointly considered for approval because of their affect on
each other.

Capital Budget Component Of the Financial Plan details how income and expenses will be acquired and utilized to
support the Physical Development Plan. It, too, covers a three biennium period.

Capital Plan One of three major components of the Institutional F n. The Capital Plan is a documen-
tation of existing and planned new land and educational facilities, renovations and major
equipment. The Capital Plan is based upor. the Educational Plan.



GLOSSARY

Comprehensive Encompasses the entire institution and has four major components. the Foundation Plan,
Institutional Plan the Educational Plan, the Physical Development Plan and the Financial Plan.

Controlling

Current Operating Budget

Data Base

Development Capital
Component

Development Concepts
and Planning

Parameters Components

Educational Plan

Educational Support Plan

Evaluating performance and output from the point of view of their intent and directing
activities to maximize achievement of goals and objectives.

A plan e.cplaining how current income :Ind expenses will be acquired and utilized to
support the Educational Plan. The Current Operating Budget is generally for a one or
two-year period and is detailed in nature. The Current Operating Budget and the Capital
Appropriatir^. Expenditures Budget should be jointly considered for approval because
of their . jr. .;h other.

A collection ui av it items of information called data elements, which describe specific
systems componer' s e.g., the data elements which describe students, faculty, the planning
process, the budget, etc. Data bases have certain characteristics which must be continu-
ously evaluated to determine their quality; e.g..

(1) Completeness Is data available to support the auditing, control and decision-
making functions?

(2) FlexibilityCan data elements be easily added or purged from the files?
(3) Accuracy Is the data in the files edited and verified on a regular basis to assure

accuracy?

(4) TimelinessAre procedures for maintaining the data bases adequate to assure
the user that data is current?

(5) AccessibilityCan information be easily extracted from the data bases when it is
needed?

(6) CompatibilityCan data elements from different bases (files) be puiled together
fo: reporting purposes? Is there an interface or linkage between all files com-
posing the data bases?

A data base may be manually prepared, computer generated or combination of both
methods.

Of the Physical C-uvelopment Planis closely related to the Capital Budget Component
of the Financial Plan. Covered are the sources of funds, applications and time schedules.

Of the Physical Development Planexplains the underlying bases of physical plans.
Development concepts considered are environmental-physical features, quality, natural
versus man-made, aestheticcampus motif anc' development thence; and functional-
activity areas, relationships and centroid. Planning parameters include design standards
such L scale, materials, styles and color; destiny measures such as GAC and FAR; and
time and distance standards.

Contains in a detailed manner plans which enenmpass the following aspects of the insti-
tution: institution, research, public service, financial aid, auxiliary services, library services,
plant operation and maintenance, and general administration services. It should be related
to the program classification structure. This plan is one of the four major components of
the Comprehensive-Institutional Plan.

Describes the administrative and academic services needed to sustain the instructional,
research, and public service plans. It sets forth goals and objectives for these services,
their location in the organization of the institution, and their relationship to the instruc-
tional, research and public service program areas. Examples of such services are data
processing, admission, student registration, plant operations, general administration,
libraries, counseling centers, student services, etc.



Enrollment Plan

Evaluation

Faculty and Staff Plan

Faculty and Staff
Projections

Financial Aids Plan

Financial Aids Program

Financial Plan

Foundation Plan

A projection of societal needs by degree programs coupled with definite 4tudents enroll-
ment objectives. It is completed for each year and multi-years, by level 4 student and
program level. Generally, enrollments are also projected for each course. The Enrollment
Plan usually includes demographic data relative to the enrollees. The Enrollment Plan is
an integral component of the Educational Plan.

A systematic process for determining or estimating the effectiveness of a particular pro-
gram or program component. Evaluation of programs is based on a comparison of actual
results with planneu results or objectives.

Describes the numbers and types of personnel needed to fulfill the Educational Plan in
its entirety. It usually addresses workload standards, compensation and staff benefits.
It is the major resource component of a institution of higher education.

Portion of the foundation plansets goals. and objectives for faculty and staff members
on an institution-wide basis. It addresses the quality of its faculty and staff :is well. It
may set forth compensation levels, including salaries and all fringe benefits. It addresses
the relative numbers of faculty and professional staff by rank and tenure. And it addresses

'workload standards.

A document which sets forth the financial needs of students and outlines the financial
aid goals and objectives. The Financial Aids Plan describes the categories of financial
assistance to be provided students, the amount of financial support, and the total number
of students to be assisted in the various categories. The Financial Aids Plan is an integral
component of the Educational Plan.

Of the Educational Plansets forth the financial needs of students and outlines the
financial aid goals and objectives. The Financial Aids Plan describes the categories of
financial assistance to be provided students (scholarships grants, work/study), the amount
and source of financial support, and the total number and kinds of students to be

assisted in the various categories. The Financial Aid Plan is an integral component of the
Educational Plan.

One of four major components of the Comprehensive-Institutional Plan. It consists of the
Operating Budget component and the Capit4I Budget component, which are considered

from both short and long-range aspects.

One of the four major components of the Comprehensive-Institutional Plan, refers to those
items that form the foundation or basis for the remaining three major segments of the
Comprehensive-Institutional Plan. Included specifically are the Role and Mission compo-
nent, Institution-wide Goals and Objectives. Enrollment Plan and the Faculty and Staff
Plan. Also included, because of its fundamental role and importance in support of the

total, is the Management Information System Plan.

General Administration Segment of the Educational Planaddresses those services and functions normally
Services described as general expense and general (or central) administration. As in other segments

of the Educational Plan, goals and objectives are stated which, in particular, deal with
the level, scope and quality of services provided to the campus community.

Goals The desired end results set for a program. Goals are generally set for long periods of time
(e.g., ten years). Goals and objectivs are often used interchangeably; however, they differ
in terms of time frame, measurability and sequence. Goals are long-run and We end result;
objectives are short-range and are steps in the direction of attaining a goal.

Implementation Planning A deliberate effort to put the plan into operation.



Institution-wide Goals
and Objectives

GLOSSARY

Portion of the Foundation Plan stems immediately from the Role and Mission Plan. Usually
addressed are relationships between degree levels and disciplines, research emphasis by
type and discipline, and public service emphasis by discipline. It may consider support
levels, income expense targets and gross enrollment targets. It should address the quality,
as well as quantity, of its major programs.

Institutional Plan A comprehensive document which outlines the Educational Plan, the Capital Plan, and
the Financial Plan for the institution.

Instructional Plan Indicates all degree p.Pgrams offered or planned by the institution and identified by
program management level. For every degree program, there are stated goals and objectives
with a definite curriculum or sequence of courses which fullfill the established require-
ments and accomplished the objectives of the degree program. The Instructional Plan also
has a plan of action for programs which are to be eliminated or phased out. It includes
for each degree program, its location and management in the institution and an indication
of future implementation dates if not now an existing program. The technology of instruc-
tion is also an important component of the Instructional Plan. The Instructional Plan is
an integral component of the Educational Plan.

Instructional Program Portion of the Education Planindicates all degree and continuing education programs
offered or planned by the institution and identified by program management level. It
describes the programs in the broad categories of general studies, technical, baccalaureate,
masters, doctoral, medical and graduate professional. For each program there are goals and
objectives with a definite curriculum or set of rrequirements which fullfill and accomplish
the desired objectives. This portion of the Educational Plan also cantains a plan of action
for programs that are to be eliminated or phased out. It includes for each program its
location and management in the institution and an indication of future implementation
dates if not now an existing program. The technology of instruction is also described. Also
addressed are instructional support categories such as media centers, CAI, and clinical
support faci:ities.

Intermediate-range A number of designated years between a shor .range and a long-range plan, e.g., 3 to 6
years.

Land Use Component Of the Physical Development Plandescribes t uilding locations, open spaces, circulation
and parking.

Library Services Program Portion of the Educational Plandetails the goals and objectives set forth for library
support of instructional research, and public service programs. Considered are items such
as level of support, quality and quantity of the collections, and the qualification of the
professional library staff.

Long-range Three to ten years or longer.

Long-range Financial Plan A general plan of how income and expenses will be acquired and utilized to support both
the Educational Plan and the Campus Master Plan. It is usually projected for a period
of 3-10 years and is described in less specific terms than the Current Operdting Budget.
Generally. more detail is provided for the first few years of the Long-range Financial
Plan; e.g., 2 biennium years, than the latter years, e.g., 3 biennium years. Thus the
amount of detail generally declines as the period of the plan increases.

Management The art and science of working with and through people to achieve organizational goals
and objectives.



Management Information Portion of the Foundation Planaddresses the data needed to support an ongoing viable
System planning process. It sets goals and objectives for data acquisition, interrelationships and

responsibility.

Mission

Objectives

The tasks or functions to be performed by an educational institution. For what purposes
do the institutions exist in the areas of instruction, research, public service, etc.?

The measurable attainments or desired results set for programs over a short period of
time (e.g., one year). Objectives are generally thought of as progressive steps toward a
goal. Thus, a series of objectives should lead to one's goal.

Operating Budget Of the Financial Plandetails how income and expenses will be acquired and utilized to
Component support the Educational Plan. It should cover at least one three-biennium period, starting

with the current biennium. The first or current year is very detailed. The amount of detail
decreases in the latter years of the plan.

Organizational Plan The identification and grouping of various activities deemed necessary for the attainment
of goals and objectives, the assignment to individuals of responsibilities for the conduct
of these activities, and the definition of the relative authority delegated each individual
who is charged with the performance of each activity.

Outputs Something producedThe products and by-products of a process or a system.

Planning A management process which attempts to predetermine a course of action. The planning
process is characterized by a systematic consideration of goals and objectives, identifi-
cation of programs, calculation and allocation of resources, priorities and alternatives, and
evaluation. Planning is cyclical and continuous process.

Planning for Control Evaluating performance and output from the point of view of their intent, and with
directing activities in order to maximize achievements of goals and objectives.

Plans A course of action. A statement of the systematic program to be followed in order to reach
goals and objectives. A plan displays the inter-relationship between goals and the avail-
ability of resources to meet those goals. Plans are visible results of the planning process
and generally expressed in a document. Plans are referred to as short-range, intermediate,
or long-range.

Physical Development One of four major components of the 1.:omprehensive-Institutional Plan. It consists of
Plan Development concepts and planning prnimeters, a land use component, a building com-

ponent and a development capital component.

Policy A premise or statement, generally broad in nature, used to guide and determine present
and future administrative decisions.

Priorities Establishing the relative importance of specific activities related to the achievement of
goals and objectives.

Procedures A particular way of doing things. A series of steps followed in a regular definite order.

Programs A group of related activities organized to contribute to the accomplishment of specific
goals and objectives. Programs set forth the output to be realized and the resources to be
consumed over a given period of time.

Program Classification (PCS)a means of identifying and organizing the activities of higher education. The WICHE
Structure Program Classification Structure, at the highest level of aggregation, organizes activities



Program Management

Program Manager

Public Service Plan

Public Service Program

Purposes

Research Plan

Research Program

Resources

GLOSSARY

into seven (7) programs: Instruction, Organized Research, Public Service, Academic Sup-
port, Student Service, Institutional Support and Independent Operations.

The supervision and coordination of programs.

The person responsible for planning and designing of a specific program and the coordi-
nation of the program plans.

States the public service goals and objectives, classifies public service by discipline and
organization and describes the public service programs or activities. It describes the
relation of the public service programs or activities to goals and objectives to instruction,
where possible.

Portion of the Educational Planstates public service goals and objectives, classified by
discipline and organization, and describes the public service programs and activities. It
relates these programs and activities to the instructional prcgrams when applicable. Topics
often addressed are adult and continuing education. workshops and seminars, and prepara-
tory and developmental instruction. Specific population groups are often addressed, such
as public employees, non-high school graduates, senior citizens, etc.

Analogous to mission. For what reason does the educational institutions exist? What does
it propose to do? Why does it exist?

States the research goals and objectives, classifies research by discipline and organiza-
tion, and describes the research projects or activities. It describes the relation of research
projects or activities to goals and objectives. It also describes the relations of the Research
Plan to the Instructional Plan.

Portion of the Educational Planstates research goals and objectives, classified by disci-
pline and organization, and describes the research programs and activities. It relates these
programs to the instructional programs when applicable. Addressed also are support levels
by source.

Personnel, space, operating support services and equipment which are converted to dollars
and cents.

Role Analogous to mission and purpose.

Role and Mission Plan

Short-range

Standards

Student Services

Is a statement in broad terms of the purposes of the institution. It describes its control,
sources of support, and history. Purposei usually include references to instructional,
research and public service programs. The plan may indicate the role of the institution
in the state plan, as well as its relation to other educational institutions in its geographical
area. (Secondary, two-year colleges, senior institutions, public and private schools.) It may
indicate enrollment goals expressed in terms of number of students and/or fraction of the
area population.

One or two years.

Something established by authority, custom, or general consent as a model or example.
Generally, there are two kinds of standardsone is concerned with what is desired, the
other suggests limit.

Portion of the Educational Plandetails the goals and objectives set for those programs
which are designed to provide noninstructional services to students. Such areas as student
personnel affairs, orientation, counseling and testing, student government, VA benefits, etc.,
are usually included.
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The Academy for Educational Development. Inc., is a nonprofit tax-exempt
planning organization which pioneered in the field of long-range planning for
colleges, universities, and Oat: systems of higher education. It has conducted
over 100 major studies for institutions throughout the country, as well as for
national agencies such as the U.S. Office of Education, the National Science
Foundation. the Agency for International Development. and the National Insti-
tutes of Health. Additional information regarding the Academy's complete pro-
gram of services to education may be obtained from its offices:

New York:
6S0 Fifth Av.nue
New York. N.Y. 10019
(212) 26.5-3350

Palo Alto:
770 'elch Road
Palo Alto. Calif. 94304
(413) 327-2270

Chicago:
LaSalle I lotel. Suite 224
10 N. LaSalle Street
Chicago. Illinois 60602
(312) 996-2620

Washington:
1424 Sixteenth St., N.W.
IVasliington, D.C. 200:36
(202) 265-5576

Akron:
55 Fir Hill
Akron. Ohio 44304
(216) 434-2414 or 253-822-5

The Academy's Management Division was established in 1970, under grants
primarily from the W. K. Kellogg Foundation, to help college and university
presidents and other officials improve the administration of the nation's institu-
tions of higher learning. To achieve this purpose. the Management Division con-
ducts research. publishes the results. and organizes conferences and professional
development programs.

For further information about the Management Division, write or call:

Management Division
Academy for Educational Development. Inc.
1424 Sixteenth Street, N.V.
Washington, D.C. 200:36
(202) 265-5576


